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This is the ultimate must-have list for playing host. 
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How good is evil? It's good enough to capture New b 
Improv'd glory in the Fifth Annual Improv Bowl Tuesday. 
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SnitMssiNiii starts 
Sophomore examines which is more pathetic — the student 
body or the programs it doesn't support. 
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Men taught to be warriors 
Professor speaks about society's views 
of what makes someone 'more of a man' 
rraig*T - BY STEPHEN ATWELL 
senior writer 
Speaking about cultural 
influences in the United States 
that scare people into being 
straight, a professor of religious 
studies at the University of 
Kansas talked Monday night in 
Crafton-Stovall Theatre to a 
crowd of about 200. 
"Just because you are het- 
erosexual does not make you 
straight," Robert Minor said. 
"We have to scare people into 
being straight, into acting 
straight, into looking straight, 
into thinking straight, into feel- 
ing    straight,    into    voting 
str i lR — and that is what I 
wantto tolk about." 
Mrndttdiscussed a pervad- 
ing theme in American culture 
that's; focused on war. As a 
result of this preoccupation 
withAvar, men are taught six 
elements in order to convince 
t they are warriors. He 
|he war on drugs, 
the SOT on terror and the war 
on poverty Is examples. 
Tie first of these is to con- 
vince the men that if they are 
willing to kill other men and 
risk feeing Ailed in the process, 
therithey a{g more of a man. 
*ln our culture, you get 
Bis fur killing another man. 
but you can be killed for loving 
another man, can't you?" 
Minor asked. 
Another factor in the evolu- 
tion from boys to soldiers is the 
tendency to separate them 
fnim their emotions. Minor 
explained that boys are taught 
to avoid expressing fear, hurt 
and confusion. Instead, they 
are taught that anger is an 
acceptable alternative to being 
afraid, hurt or confused. 
"Isolation and anger are the 
key male responses to separat- 
ing men from their emotions," 
Minor said. 
Men also are taught to sep- 
arate themselves from their 
bodies in order to not acknowl- 
edge hurt. Once a man does 
not acknowledge that some- 
thing hurts, it is much harder 
for him to realize when some- 
thing may hurt someone else, 
according to Minor. 
Men are instilled with 
homophobia, which Minor 
described as "the fear of get- 
ting close to your own sex." 
He said, "The U.S. culture 
is the most homophobic cul- 
ture that has ever existed on 
this earth." 
At some point, men are 
taught that they are getting too 
close to other men. Minor said. 
This is an essential process to 
making men into warriors. If 
they are expected to kill some- 
one, they can't feel attached to 
them. 
He also said men are taught 
to devalue what is feminine. 
see MEN, page 5 
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CHUCK KENNEDY/A'iu'(*r Kuilrr Tnl>unr 
Presidential hopeful Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.| stops motorists. Including this fireman, to ask for sup- 
port In downtown Manchester. N.H. Kerry finished first In the New Hampshire primary. 
BY JAMES KUHNHKM 
Knight Ridder Tribune 
Sen. John Kerry of 
Massachusetts won New 
Hampshire's first-in-the- 
nation presidential primary 
Tuesday, securing his status 
as the Democratic Party's 
front-runner and rocketing 
his candidacy into next 
week's frenzied round of 
cross-country contests. 
Former Vermont Gov. 
Howard Dean was far 
behind  in second   place, 
enough to keep his hopes 
alive, but far short of the 
close finish his aides said 
he needed to rebound 
from last week's weak 
third place in Iowa. 
Far behind Dean, 
retired Army Gen. Wesley 
Clark, who'd staked much 
of his campaign on a 
strong showing in New 
Hampshire, was battling 
for third place against Sen. 
John Edwards of North 
Carolina. Sen. Joseph 
Lieberman of Connecticut, 
the third New EngUnder in 
the race, struggled to keep 
pace with them. 
With 75 percent ol the 
stats counted, Kerry led 
with 38 percent, and Dean 
had 26penent 
Kerry greeted uproari- 
ous supporters in a ball- 
room of the Holiday Inn in 
downtown Manchester and 
aimed words directly at 
President George W Bush 
"1 have a message for the 
influence peddlers, for the 
polluters,  the HMOs, the 
drug companies, big oil and 
all the special interests who 
now call the White House 
home," he said. "We're 
coming. You're going. And 
don't let the door hit you on 
the way out " 
Kerry's robust victory, 
,ommg off last week's 
impressive win in the Iowa 
caucuses, means he's Hfcrvjes 
ur.iteti his campaign and has 
history on his side as the man 
to beat Since 1976, every can- 
didate who won both the 
Iowa caucuses and the New 
Hampshire primary has won 
his party's nomination. 
Kerry's campaign was 
all but given up for dead by 
many pundits, pollsters and 
analysts last fall after he 
failed to register well in 
early polls, his campaign 
contributions declined and 
he fired the head of his i am 
paign staff. But, since mid- 
December, he's sharpened 
his message and worked 
tirelessly to sell himself as 
the candidate most likely to 





BY TONI DUNCAN 
news editor 
A snow storm swept the East 
Coast this week, leaving many 
inches of snow and ice that 
resulted in at least 50 deaths. 
"The weather was blamed 
for seven deaths in North 
Carolina, six in South Carolina, 
five each in Iowa and Missouri, 
four in Ohio, three each in 
Nebraska, Virginia, Minnesota 
and Maryland, two each in 
Indiana, Illinois, Pennsylvania 
and Oklahoma, and one each 
in Kansas, New Jersey and 
West Virginia," according to 
CNN Web site, www.cnn.com. 
"Most of the deaths were in 
traffic accidents." 
JMU, as a result of the snow- 
fall and ice, was closed Monday 
and was opened for limited 
hours Tuesday. 
Fred Hilton, director of 
media relations, said JMU offi- 
cials look at a lot of information 
before determining whether or 
not to shut down the school. 
"We gather information 
from state police, and our 
police look at the highways," 
he said. Normally, school offi- 
cials make their decision by 5 
or 5:30 a.m., he added 
Some students used their 
time off to do homework and 
reading. 
"I was able to catch up on 
some school work," sopho- 
more Christy Heib said. "I read 
a few chapters." 
sir SNOW, page 5 
Financial aid deadline March 1 
Grants, scholarships among many options available to students in need 
BY SHAUN MADSF.N 
contributing writer 
For many students, paying for college 
can be a daunting task. Tuitxwi rates are 
now S2J92 per 12 credit hours for 
Virginia residents and $6,640 per 12 cred- 
it hours for out-of-state residents, accord- 
ing to Student Financial ServioBS. 
Combined with rent, food, car costs and 
other expenses, the result is a vanquished 
bank account for some 
The Office of Financial Aid and 
Scholarships wants students to know 
that there is financial aid assistance avail- 
able. Brad Bamett. senior associate direc- 
tor of the Office of financial Aid and 
Scholarships, said that "now is the time 
for students to turn in the (Free 
Application for Federal Student Aidl to 
qualify for financial aid for the 2O04-'05 
school year" The deadline to have the 
FAFSAinisMarchl. 
Bamett also said that to be eligible, 
the FAFSA needs to be in before the 
deadline. Students only need to file the 
FAFSA, and the Office of financial Aid 
will verify what programs they qualify 
for, he said. Financial aid programs 
vary from loans, to grants and scholar- 
ships, to work study 
There are many different federal, 
state and alternative loans available, 
according to the Office of Financial Aid 
and Scholarship Web site. These loans, 
on average, provide lower interest rates 
and differed payments plans. This 
means students will not have to start 
paying back loans until after gradua- 
tion or untU they luve stopped going to 
school full-time for about a nine month 
period, Bamett said. 
Grants and scholarships are better 
because these programs provide the 
students with free money for school, he 
said. Federal and state governments 
offer a number of grant programs for 
most students — including the Pell 
i,rant that awards students up to 
$4,000, according to the Web site. It also 
lists many federal, state and outside 
scholarships available 
Work-study programs also help 
pay for tuition, while allowing stu- 
dents to earn their own money. 
Because student selection is competi- 
tive and job placement is limited, 
many students may not be eligible for 
this program, according to the Web 
site. Those that qualify work no more 
than 20 hours a week and are required 
to maintain a good academic standing 
with at least a 2.0grade-point average. 
Even though the average cost of 
living for a full-time student ranges 
between $15,000 and $23,000 or more 
a year, students should never feel as 
though they cannot afford to pay for 
school, according to the Web site. The 
Office of Financial Aid and 
Scholarship offers many ways to help 
students provide for their education. 
By filing the FAFSA form, stu- 
dents open several doors to get the 
money they need for school. In order 
to fill out the FAFSA form online, stu- 
dents will need financial information 
found on W-2 tax forms to verify 
annual income and investments, 
according to the FAFSA Web site. 
Students will be receiving an e-mail 
this month from the Office of financial 
Aid and Scholarships regarding the 
FAFSA form. The Office of Financial 
Aid Web site offers all the details on all 
loans, grants, scholarships and work- 
study programs offered. 
Emerging as a leader "I 
■■IISONI DREW v.; 
ward Lesley 
Mohtnoon has 
been asked by 
coach Kenny 
Brooks to pro- 
vkte leadership 
for a team ki 






















All the right moves 
STYLE 
Morgan Riehl's photo exhibit 
Improv Bowl V 
Real refcctons 
The Butterfly Effect- 




lack student support 




High 38 Low 23 
Friday Sunday 
Few Snow Showers Mostly Sunny 
36/16 • 36/24 
Saturday Monday 
Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy 
33/17 37/25 
MARKET WATCH 
As of dose on Wednesday Jan M 200* 
DOWJONES AMEX 
+ 36.68 -10.60 
dose 300207 dose: 120805 
NASDAQ SAP500 
-38.67 - 15.57 
close 2077.37 dose 112848 
THURSDAY, JAN. 29 - SUNDAY, FEB. 1, 2004 
Thursday, Jan. 29 
i Kriattan Student I nion li taring it-, weekly ptaaai .irul wonNp 
.it tl»»- Baptist StudantOfatta looted .it tlv.nnnTitf South Main 
Slnel and t'.inhvll A\ «iue M rv.TI p.m. h>r intimi\.itKMi contact 
Am.wi«l,i .it foriAs,!/. 
[he women i bejkatball ti-.iin will play VirRini.i 
ConununweBkh Unhtcrally in ih>-r«>m-i><.ition Center ai 7 p.m. 
Friday, Jan. 30 
A uiiKllt'lik;hl vi>>il will be Mil lor Kevfal 11 k.-rm.m. the itlldenl 
who p.isstil ,iw.iy J.in. 13 in .1 snowrxwriiini;<Ktident,on the 
Quad at 7 p.m. A sign Languor inlerprvter will bo provided 
For weather-related updates call ^ft-3016 
Pierce Peltis, ringer and songwriter, will Iv performing li\eat 
the Treehaus on 670 S  ',' , - .11 K ym. I or inloriiutuiii 
CDntad Bmdy at 435-0172 or bend* 
Saturday, Jan. 31 
The Student Duke Gub will be cheering on the men's basketball 
team during its game against the University of Delaware in the 
Convocation Center at 7 p.m. Come early to join the club. For 
information visit uinv.fmusports.com/sdc. 
Sunday, Feb. 1 
Kappa Delta Rho social fraternity is hosting a pre-Super Bowl 
cookout at its house on 1177 Harrison St. from 
4 to 6 p.m  Tor information contact the house at 438-1988. 
WXJM presents Decahedron, Moments in Grace and Order of 
the I >ying Orchid in performance at 57S Fast Market St. The 
-.how begins at 8:30 p.m. and donations will be accepted at 
the door For information contact WXJM at x8-3425 or e-mail 
i]uestions at wximshows&hotmail.com. 
st bmitting events to the D^YS Events Calendar fouMKke to be published. Pleaw try to limit Bi rtpHon.*-" 
POLICE LOG 
BYLAIIKIA MI KM 
police log reporter 
A JMU employee reported dam- 
age to a study lounge chair and a 
wall in Dingledine Hall Jan. 26 
between midnight and 12:15 a.m. 
In other matters, campus police 
report the following: 
Harassing Phone Cat Is 
A JMU student reported 
receiving harassing phone calls 
ir) Rockingham Hall between 
Jan 22 at 9 p.m and Jan. 23 
at 10:31 pm. 
Assault and Battery 
A JMU student reported an 
assault and battery incident 
constituting a forcible sexual 
offense on Greek Row Jan. 24 
at 12:45 a.m. 
Number of drunk in public 
charges since Aug. 25: 52 
Do people call 
you artsy fartsy? 
Can you use 
Photoshop with your 
eyes closed ... 




apply to be: 
art director 
photo editor or 
graphics editor 
To apply, submit a resume, 
cover letter and live clips. 
Deadline: Feb. 13 
For more information contact 
Drew Wilson at X8-3694 
FUN FACT of the Day 
The largest jellyfish 
in the world has a bell 
that can reach 8 feet 
across and tentacles 
that extend over 
half the length of a 
football field. 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
The Br—ze ■> publishad Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed 
throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community 
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Drew Wilson, editor 
Svcbon phone numbers 








,■ Mi „». I*aga Hi 
MSC6805 
arnM Madaon Untveialh 
Hamsonburg Virglfsa 22807 
Phone: ;S40) S6M127    Fan: (540) 56M736 
E-Mail address: tfie_ tntroQimu adu 
Breeze Net: hlfp /Ann, thobrwra cry 
Bookkeeper 






The Breeze the 
student-run newspaper 
of James Madison 
University, serves stu- 
dent and faculty raed- 
ership by reporting 
news involving the 
campus and local 
community. The 
Breeze strives to be 
impartial and fair in Us 
reporting and firmly 




















■ How to place a classified: Come to 
The Breeze oftee weekdays between 8 
am and 5 p.m. 
■ Cost $3 00 lor the first 10 words. $2 
for each ackMonal 10 words: boxed 
claiaeed. S10 per column men 
■ Deadlines noon Friday tor Monday 
■sue, noon Tuesday tor Thursday osue 
■ Classifieds must be pax) in advance 
in The Breeze office. 
Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC 
C. Larry Whittcn. Ml)   M. Catherine Slusher. MD   Louis E. Nelson  III, MD 
Herbert E. Ring, MD   Michael J. Botticelli, MD  Jason K Gentry, MD 
Muribeth P. I.oyne8. MD   Sherry L, Mongold. FNP 
Are pleated to announce 
Maribeth P. Loynes, MD 
Hat joined their practice ofObttetrict and (iynecology 
at of September I. 2003 
2291 Evelyn ByrdAve. 




o Low Price - Quality Brands 
o Expert Advice 
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs 
Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts 
540-442-7335 In Kroger Shopping Center 
Hours:  Mon-Sat, 9am to 7pm Beside Plan 9 Music 
hair 
Barber Shop & Styling Salon 
$6.00 Haircuts 
Flattops, High & Tights, Fades, Perms, Highlights, 






Now Accepting JAC Cards! 
434-4844 
33 West, Harrisonburg 
Directly across from Rockingham New Holland u 
University Eyecare 
Dr. Franklin A, Cerrone, P.P. 
• Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease 
• Contact Lens Evaluations • Retractive Laser Surgery Management 
Walk-ins Welcome 
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear 
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card 
Hourt: 
Located next to Wal-Mart 
in Harrisonburg Crossing 
(540) 433-7341 
Mon & Fri 9   (> 
T-Th 9 - 5 
T Benefit Concert t 
Tuesday, February 3, 2004      ,e0l"rSes 
No^or^ 
7:30 p.m. in Grafton Stovall Graham Cochrane  L°w *ey 
Dante Ricci   Mosaic 
Adelyn Brian King 
Ross Copperman 
Madison Project 
$5 Admission at door 
for more information: 
wvvw.jmu.edu/womensresource/TBTN.shtml 
At Quiznos 
Have a Sandwich and enjoy free "Wi-Fi" 





Mltlt      c'll'UMfU     I'llfUH     •! /A't  .    </«J 
i Free Reg. Soda 
, with purchase of any sandwich 
With this coupon, Exp.  2/5/04 
|  One per Coupon per person per visit. Not Valid with 
any other offer. JAC CARDS ACCEPTED 
I   _   _    —   _   _    _e  ^sid^H^isonburo^Crossing. 540-432-1302 j 
■ Coffee break 
Despite being at war, troops create 
their own makeshift Starbucks. NEWS 
THURSDAY, JAN. 29, 20041 THE BREEZE 13 
"People were afraid to speak to us, 
informers were sent to spy on us." 
SURAYAH  ABDEL KADH1M 
former Iraqi prisoner 
see story below 
Speaker addresses 
lift decisions, tragedy 
Presenting " 10 Seconds ... 
Can Change Your Life 
Forever!," Bobby Petrocelli 
will speak in the College 
Center Grand Ballroom A at 7 
p.m. Feb. 3. 
The event is free and open 
to the public. He will discuss 
his triumphs over tragedy 
and life decisions. 
For more information 
visit uwui.10scconds.org or 
call X8-3503. 
Candlelight vigil to be 
held Friday for student 
A candlelight vigil will 
be held in memory of Kevin 
Eckerman, a JMU senior 
who died (an. 13 from a 
snowboarding accident. 
The vigil will be held 
Friday Jan. 30 at 7 p.m. on 
the Quad. 
A sign language inter- 
preter will be provided. 
Madison Marketing 
Association raises funds 
Madison Marketing 
Association's Fifth Annual 
Harrlsonburg Access Card 
goes on sale this week. 
This is a fund raiser for 
the MMA, which has 
about 150 participating 
students, and will go 
toward its annual trip to a 
marketing convention. 
The HAC card is a dis- 
count card and can be used 
in numerous restaurants 
and merchant locations 
throughout Harrisonburg. 
For information on this 
card e-mail gmelinsm. 
B7J ■ ■ =.-<■■■ 
Child booster seat 
checkups to be available 
HARRISONBURG  — The 
city of Harrisonburg Fire 
IX'p.irtment and Police 
Department will be holding a 
Child Safety and Booster Seat 
Installation Check Feb. 14. 
It will be held at Fire 
Station 1 at 80 Maryland Ave. 
from 1 to 3 p.m. 
Then.' will be people avail- 
able to check on the child 
scats and make sure they are 
installed correctly. 
For more information 
contact D.J. Albertson at the 
HPD at 434-2545. 
Writers Guild chief kept 
despite untmthfulness 
HOLLYWOOD — (Los 
Angeles Times! The board 
of the union representing 
Hollywood television and 
film writers has decided 
that Charles Holland 
should remain as presi- 
dent, despite questions 
over whether he embel- 
lished his military and 
college athletic careers. 
The vote at the Writers 
Guild of America, West suit' 
branch, was 10-6 in 
Holland's favor. Directors 
who supported him said he 
was a skilled negotiator who 
always had been honest in 
his dealings with the board. 
I don't think that any act 
of untrutlilulni-.-. is trivial,'' 
said Ron Bass, board mem- 
ber and Holland backer, 
Tuesday. "But this is a guy I 
know and have worked side 
by side with for three and a 
hall yc.irs 
Those who voted against 
Holland said the guild's 
credibility had suffered 
They said they didn't believe 
Holland adequately had 
addressed concerns about 
the truthfulness of his etass- 
ments and warned that the 
matter wasn't settled. 
"The members are still 
concerned," said board mem- 
ber Dan Wilcox, who 
opposed Holland. "I don't 
think this will go away." 
Holland, through .i guild 
spokeswom.in, declined to 
comment 




BY THOMAS RICKS 
& Liz SPAYD 
77K Washington Post 
It may come as some sur- 
prise to executives in Seattle, 
Wash., but the most remote 
Starbucks in the world is up 
and running at a dusty IS 
military outpost, serving up 
steaming lattes and grasshop- 
per mochas just a few steps 
from a runway alive with Black 
Hawk helicopters and Warthog 
attack jets. 
Despite the thick, white card- 
board cups and distinctive 
green logo pinned to the wall, 
this is not a real, corporate-run 
Starbucks. Rather, it was created 
by troops from the California 
National Guard members 
thirsty for a taste of home. 
Housed in an old steel ship- 
ping container with a plywood 
front and hand-stenciled letters 
announcing to passersby 
"Starbucks is Open," this is a 
place without amenities. 
Customers cram into an 
unheated small space. A home- 
made picnic table sits where 
most Starbucks patrons would 
expect to see plush velvet 
chairs. And the venue is open 
for only two hours in the morn- 
ing and another at night 
Inside, volunteers — two sol- 
diers who worked at a real 
Starbucks in the United States — 
operate the espresso machines. 
"Sometimes,  we have to 
THOMAS B, RKKS/7V HhitoiiMi Ain 
Sgt. Lleaette Salinas makes coffae In tha makashltt Starbucks coffaa shop In a U.S. military outpoat for no pay 
bacausa aha wants to bring   morale' to tha fighting soldiers. 
turn them away from the door," 
said Sgt. Lissette Salinas, from 
Sacramento, as she mixed a 
latte while a knot of soldiers 
waited inside. 
Why work for no pay? "Just 
for the morale, just for the sol- 
diers,' she said. 
Valerie Hwang, a spokes- 
woman for Starbucks, said the 
company was aware of the imi- 
tation outlet and had no prob- 
lem with it. The nearest real 
Starbucks is in Kuwait, the 
company said. 
The soldiers' rogue outpost 
of caffeine culture, tucked just 
south of the forbidding snow- 
capped Hindu Kush moun- 
tains, was the brainchild oi 
Scott Matthews, a member of 
the California National Guard. 
The sergeant says he got the 
idea in a fit of desperation As his 
unit prepared to deploy last sum- 
mer, he realized there would be 
no decent cappuccinos — maybe 
no decent coffee at all — in this 
high desert country 
Matthews discussed the 
problem with his sister, who 
works at a Starbucks in 
Atascadeni, Calif., just up the 
coast from San l-uis Obispo. She 
showed him how to buy coffee 
machines on the Internet and 
then talked several co-workers 
into donating coffee beans to her 
brother's wannabe franchise. 
"We all pooled money to buy 
the initial machines." Matthews 
recalled. It cost about $1,000 to 
get the unit's Starbucks up and 
running. And, because all the cof- 
fee has been donated, the busses 
don't actually charge customers. 
They take donations from troops 
that come in. 
"I come hca- almost every 
day," Pvt. Jamel Allen said. 
'It's nice to have something 
from home." 
Federal judge rules part of 
PATRIOT Act unconstitutional 
1 "IS RAIMONIXVnir HtuMagKn ftu) 
Ahlam Ahmed was arrested for helping families during the 
reign of President Saddam Hussein. 
Iraqi women revive 
bonds from prison 
BY PAMELA CONSTABLE 
The Washington Post 
The woman sketched the 
air with graceful hands, speak- 
ing softly as she recreated each 
detail, Once or twice she gig- 
gled in embarrassment. Her 8- 
year-old daughter leaned 
against her lap, listening 
gravely to every word. 
"They threw me into the 
cell, joking and pointing," 
Surayah Abdel Kadhim said 
"They hung me up on a hook 
until I could feel my ribs 
breaking. They shocked me 
with wires until I fainted." 
The woman paused to 
demonstrate, touching her 
wrists and twisting both 
arms behind her chair. Then 
she took a sip of orange juice 
and continued. 
"When they were finished, 
they dragged me down a corri- 
dor with a pipe running akmg 
the fkxw There were many men 
handcuffed to it. It was hx> dark 
to see their faces, but their backs 
were naked. As the officers 
walked by, they stubbed out cig- 
arettes on their skin." 
Kadhim is 45 now, a plump, 
pretty woman who bears a 
slight resemblance to actress Liv 
Ullman who starred in "Cold 
Sweat." Her particular corner oi 
deposed President Saddam 
Hussein's hell no kmger exists, 
but she has preserved her mem- 
ories of nearly six years as a 
political prisoner — from the 
indignity of institutionalized 
torture to the sisterhood of 
shared confinement — as pntud 
souvenirs of survival. 
There were 300 women 
in  the special cellblock at 
Baghdad's Kashad Prison 
with Kadhim, who was 
held there from I98f> to 
1991. Like her, most were 
Shiite Muslims accused of 
helping the Dawa party or 
other underground Islamic 
groups that fomented vio- 
lent resistance to the 
Hussein government dur- 
ing the Iran-Iraq war. 
By the 1990s, most of the 
women were released into the 
larger prison of a society 
' under dictatorial rule, where 
they scattered and shrank into 
the shadows, forbidden to 
keep in touch with one anoth- 
er and afraid to tell their sto- 
ries to outsiders. 
Now the women ot 
Kashad hesitantly are emerg- 
ing from their second seclu- 
sion and reviving the bonds 
that once kept them alive, 
meeting in one another's 
homes and at the recently 
formed Union of Political 
Prisoners. But, some still fear 
being followed or 
denotin.ed to the authori- 
ties, others have never 
rebuilt normal family lives, 
and many are still physically 
or emotionally fragile 
"For so long, we were 
trapped at home. People 
were afraid to speak to us, 
informers were sent to spy 
on us," said Kadhim, an 
accountant and teacher 
who lives in an old house 
on an alley in the sprawl- 
ing Shiite neighborhood of 
Kadhimiya. "Now, I can 
walk to the market again, 
and my friends can come 
to my house. The smallest 
things feel like freedom " 
BY RYAN MEEHAN 
The Oracle 
A federal judge ruled Friday 
that a provision within the 
USA PATRIOT Act is unconsb- 
futional, information made 
available Monday revealed. 
VS. District Judge Audrey 
Collins said the wording of part 
of the act — which has given the 
government unlettered power 
in fighting terrorism since Sept. 
11,2001 — is too vague. 
Constitutional rights attor- 
ney David Cole — who is the 
former attorney Mazen Al 
Najjar, former Universiy of 
South Florida professor — 
argued the case on behalf of The 
Humanitarian Law Project. 
"I'm obviously delighted, 
and I think it underscores what 
many people have said about 
the PATRIOT Act," Cok' said in 
an interview late Monday. 
"Congress in its haste to act 
after [Sept. 11] failed to consid- 
er constitutional rights issues 
presented by the statutes." 
The part of the act in ques- 
tion made it illegal for anyone 
to offer advice or support to 
groups the government has in 
the past designated as "terror- 
ist" organizations 
The plaintiffs in this case 
five organizations and two 
U.S. citizens — were seeking 
to provide aid and advice to 
peaceful Kurdish refugees in 
Turkey, Cole said. 
-66- 
It's unconstitutional 
to criminalize speech 
that encourages 
human rights. 
— David Cole 
constitutional rights atlomc) 
59 
The groups said the gov- 
ernment threatened them 
with 15 years of jail time it 
they were to lend support to 
the Kurdistan Workers' Party 
and the Liberation Tigers of 
Tamil Eelam. 
In a 1997 report, then 
Secretary of State Madeline 
Albnght issued a report that 
listed both groups as "foreign 
terrorist groups 
In Sri Lanka, the Tamil 
Tiger rebels have been 
engaged in a two-decade civil 
war that has killed more than 
65,000 people. Turkey's mili- 
tary has been battling Kurdish 
rebels seeking autonomy 
since 1984, a fight that has left 
some 17,000 people dead. 
Under the PATRIOT Act, 
the U.S. prohibition on provid- 
ing "material support" or 
"resources" to terrorist groups 
u.is expanded to include 
"expert advice or assistance." 
But, Cole said the groups 
he represented were look- 
ing to provide "assistance 
in human rights advocacy 
and peacemaking." 
"It's unconstitutional to 
criminalize speech that encour- 
ages human rights," he said. 
Judge Collins added, 
"The USA PATRIOT Act 
places no limitation on the 
type of expert advice ami 
assistance which is prohibit- 
ed, and instead, bans the 
provision of all expert 
advice and assistance 
regardless of its nature." 
Chatting with champions 
SIKKI KMIN'Amvto Kulder Tribune 
President George W. Bask, center, flanked by Florida Marlins, from left, general manager 
Larry Belnfett, manager Jack McKeon, team owner Jeffrey Loria, catcker Ivan 'Pudge' 
Rodrlguei, and team president David Samton, right, pose for a photo during a ceremony 
la the East Room of tke White House, in Washington, D.C., Friday. Tke ceremony, which 
lasted for about half an keur, was keld to honor the World Series champions. 
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NEWS 
OrangeBand forum opens dialogue 
BY DAVID ALLEN 
contributing writer 
Through biweekly dbciMftonfc 
OrangeBand, a grassroots initiative. 
attempts to inform campus on sever- 
al issues by fostering communication 
among students, facultv and com- 
munity ineniU-rs 
OrangeBand sponsors open dis- 
cussions Tuesdays from 12:30 to 1:30 
p.m. and Wednesdays at 8 p.m. in 
Taylor Down Under. 
Senior Amber Laurigar. an 
OrangeBand staff member said, "We 
are wide-open kv growth, and looking 
for any kind of involvement that petv 
pk'choose to give" 
Each Monday, graduate student 
Kai Degner and Isiah Carl Smith, 
both OrangeBand members host a 
two-hour block ot discussion on 
WXJM Radio 88.7 FM when- stu- 
dents and faculty can call in and 
voice their opinions. 
One of the gnmp's main goals is to 
serve any student organization and 
help the community become engaged 
with the world around them. 
For spring semester, the 
gnmp's Action Week is March 22 
to April 2. Members of the group 
said they hope to have all plan- 
ning done before Spring Break for 
all discussion sessions. 
Li 





One of the current local issues the 
group aims to discuss is the migrant, 
immigrant and refugee populations 
in Harrisonburg. 
Nationally, OrangeBand wants to 
discuss voting issues and engage 
more students to vote. On the inter- 
national level, OrangeBand wants to 
focus on the AIDS epidemic and 
famine in Africa. 
OrangeBand started when four 
JMU students created the group as a 
way to increase the number rjf stu- 
dents at JMU active in the world 
around them — the world they soon 
would inherit. The initiative has con- 
tinued to grow and is now on its way 
to becoming a nonprofit organization 
and creating chapters at universities 
nationwide. Degner stressed, "We 
are nonpartisan, pro-discussion." 
He said the initiative is becoming 
the No. 1 student-run program at 
JMU for "raising the intellectual 
atmosphere on campus." 
Mark Warner, senior vice 
president of Student Affairs, 
said, "I believe that (OrangeBand 
has] created the highest order of 
activism, which 1 would label 
'enlightened activism.' The foun- 
dation of this type of activism is 
understanding, which comes 
through an earnest desire to lis- 
ten and learn from each other 
through genuine dialogue." 
CAROLYN WALSKR/<<»i/rifa*lin* photographer 
Graduate student Kal Degner and senior Amber Lautlgar, OrangeBand member*. 
participate In Tuesday's discussion In Taylor Down Under. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
6 BR HOME. . .S. MAIN ST 
10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS 
2,3,4, AND 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
• ETHERNET • FURNI SHED 
487-4057 435-1752 
Get out there... 
Our rentals are super cheap, 
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SNOW: Students take advantage 
of weather, find other activities 
SNOW, from page 1 
However, because of the 
snow day, she will h*v« la 
make up one of her classes at 
8 a.m. Saturday. 
Other students took 
advantage of the snowfall 
and built snowmen or went 
sledding. Others went to 
MaSMMlUttl Ki'snrt 
"I went snowboardin^ 
Monday and Tuesday," junior 
Greg Taylor said He MM the 
mountain conditiiHv- wnv idea] 
because of the recent snow tall 
Junior Carrie Puccidrelli Mid 
she used the extra time hi nua 
and have fun. "I partied more 
because I felt like I was on vaca- 
tion." she said. 
Senior Ixc Semmes said he 
was able to do some work and 
have time for fun. 
"I did a little bit of work, 
played video games and hung 
out with my girlfriend," he said. 
For some students, ventur- 
ing outside their dorms and 
apartments was a little scary. 
A student it Mary 
Washington College was 
injured and had to go into sur- 
gery after sledding head-first 
mid an oncoming car just after 
midnight Monday, according to 
Channel 8 News. 
Some students also found 
driving in the snow and ice 
difficult. 
"1 tried driving [Tuesdayl 
morning, and it was bad," jun- 
ior Flisa Rafter said. She said 
classes should have been 
delayed longer Tuesday. 
Semmes said, "I didn't 
have any bad experiences 
driving, but I know a few peo- 
ple who did." 
The Virginia Department of 
Transportation lists driving tips 
on its Web site, www.virsini 
odolttrg, including starting oft in 
a low gear, keeping the win- 
dows, mirrors and lights free of 
snow, and not passing a snow 
plower or salt spreader unless 
absolutely necessary. 
The Naval Safety Center's 
Web site also gives advice on 
driving in snow. The Web site, 
wumsafetycenter.iitny.milfar 
recommended tripling the dis- 
tance between one's car and the 
one in front of them, and not to 
pump the brakes to avoid lock- 
ing them. Should brakes kick up, 
it is recommended to remove 
one's foot from the brake, and if 
one should begin skidding to 
steer in the same direction that 
the car is moving toward. 
The VDOT Web site also reg- 
ularly updates road conditions, 
showing the more dangerous 
areas one should avoid 
MEN: Guys 'demonize' gays 
MEN.fnimpagt 1 
These values are learned by 
such common phr.isr-. ,is 
"you run like* a girl" or "you 
throw like a girl," which 
entphuize a woman'i status 
Finally, in order to make 
men into warriors, they M* 
taught to "demonize" gay 
men. 
."The worst thing you can 
call | kid in first, second and 
third grade is stupid or gay," 
Minor Bald 
Similar values, he Mid, 
are instilled in women so 
they value what is mascu- 
line and are taught to sup- 
port the "warriors " 
When women started 
getting close to each other, 
thai started seeking repro- 
ductive rights and equal 
pay. Minor said. As a result 
of this, any woman who 
would do something tor her 
own interest is rumored to 
be a lesbian. 
He urged students to step 
outside of their gender roles. 
He Mid that things were not 
going to change until men 
become accepting of their 
feelings, and women learn to 
protect themselves. 
"I think they have to 
step outside of a very fear- 
based society, which is forc- 
ing them into roles as men 
and women — including 
what I call the 'straight 
role,'" Minor said. "They 
have to have the courage to 
know who they are and 
decide what is now impor- 
tant is that they live as their 
full humanity." 
Students reacted to 
Minor's speech. 
"I like that he makes jokes 
and cultural references to 
things everyone can relate to 
and know about, so that it is 
not just some over-your-head 
scholarly thing," senior Amy 
Ray said. 
The lecture was sponsored 
by a number of campus and 
community organizations. 
One of these groups was 
Harmony, an organization 
for gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgender persons as well 
as straight supporter. 
Junior JohnAlex Golden, 
president of Harmony said, 
"To think about it as the 
way we build up society 
and the way we survive as a 
society — it's not some- 
thing I'd ever really 
thought about." 
The departments of 
anthropology and sociology 
also sponsored the lecture. 
"[Minor] tries to distance 
himself from [attacking peo- 
ple based on their sexual ori- 
entation] and talks about 
how this cultural condition- 
ing hurts all of us regardless 
of our sexual orientation," 
sociology professor Christine 
Kuhinson s.iid 
l Dotting to boos) the oiti reannW? The Brttu is looking 
PUB 
Now under new management 
"IT'S ALWAYS S O'CLOCK AT THE PUB!" 
Specials Daily 
New Menu 
SEVEN DAYS, SEVEN WAYS TO HAVE FUN: 
.SBriBr-HneaSuperloilflfQaiMeaaicnngiiegane  
" Mondov Free Pool   
Tu«dcy Thufsdoy - <orowe ivcwc! Trie vate/sBest) 
Mkr-l«einK-MloiiiWes(l|]) 
SaMoy-Booa«Hawg(l/31) 
432.0610      www.DoThePub.com 
Monday, February 2 
from 6 - 9 p.m. 
in the College Center Grand Ballroom 




and free food including: free hot dogs, 
lemonade, cotton candy, and popcorn 
PRIZE GIVEAWAYS! 
prizes include: 
Sift certificates from: Joshua Wilton House, 
'doba, Smokin' Pig, Wal-Mart, Enterprise, 
and Kroger 




YOU MADE HISTORY 
NOW LEAVE YOUR LEGACY 
for more information: 
www.jmu.edu/seniorchallenge 




4 f    Lose Inches _ 
^        and Cellulite 
Kmlf-nii<>|f»)(ii' 10% OFF 
Grand Opening Specials 
ISIH ft >■■»> OJwn 
(iiliuU- Ihr HaniwinlHinl llnMoans for WIMIK'II) 340.434.3886 
i IM  I MM and Only I l>\ appnm-d (rllulilr It. .In* limi Therapy i" tbr I .S.i Is hrrr in HarriM>nbnr|(! 
Ashby Crossing 
I HI Devon Lint 
Hiniionburg, VA 22801 
5404}M(K)I 
MNKTIONS 
Kind ill or the words In Ihr punk When you find i wort, htock out ill of the ton When ill words 
hive hcen found you will KC ihil there SK kmn left over You will need to write down ill nr the ktbm 
staling il the lop left of Ihe puale ind continue from left to right When iH kUeri ire written down they 
will form i phnse. Hive fun ind good luck. 
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Getting a place at Mby 
Is not nearly as hard as this puule! 
Don't mil come in to Ashby today and secure a 
place for the upcoming school year. 
Apartments are available nowl 
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JMU also should stop trying to make 
school cancellations secretive, as if 
it were an undercover department of 
the government. OPINION 
To pass that off now on the American public 
as the reason for entering the war is a great 
injustice, but that is exactly the case. 
STEPHEN ATWELL 
sophomore 
M« column, I 
HOUSE    EDITORIAL 
Brilliant Drivel 
Reasons for war shift 
from originally cited 
Students angered by way snow days were handled 
While the snow provided stu- 
dents, faculty and staff with extra 
time off this week because of class 
cancellations, it also caused a 
headaches for some students. 
JMU put a notice on its Web site 
Sunday night that classes before 
noon would be canceled Monday. 
While such a notice is appreciated, it 
is not very realistic. 
With the amount of snowfall that 
Harrisonburg had received by the 
time the first notification was pub- 
lished, JMU could not have had 
classes Monday. Instead of making 
the decision to cancel classes all 
together early in the morning, JMU 
should have canceled all classes with 
the first post. 
Other area school systems, busi- 
nesses and organizations have no 
problem canceling their events early. 
That allows local television stations to 
list the closings and cancellations on 
their scrolling updates on the bottom 
of the screen. 
Sure, students can wake up the 
next morning and check for 
another update. But, why pro- 
long the obvious? 
Other students were left in the 
cold — literally — when JMU 
decided to have classes after 10 a.m. 
Tuesday. Because many students' 
cars were snowed in, some opted to 
take the bus. However, that caused 
some people problems. 
The Harrisonburg Department of 
Public Transportation began operat- 
ing at 10:30 a.m. in order to get stu- 
dents to class at 11 a.m. For some stu- 
dents, this became an issue. Some 
buses only stop at certain places at 
one time during an hour. If the bus is 
scheduled to pick up riders at one 
stop at 10:15 a.m. and doesn't go 
back to that spot until 1115 a.m., 
how is a student supposed to catch 
that bus in time for class if the buses 
don't start running until 10:30 a.m. 
to begin with? 
JMU, as well as the HDPT, 
should have thought of such cir- 
cumstances and situations before 
they made the decision. 
Furthermore, snow accumulation 
becomes an issue for parking on cam- 
pus. JMU already has a lack of park- 
ing. But, when it snows, that creates a 
drastic limitation in the number of 
available of parking spaces. 
The top floor of the parking deck 
was not available to commuters 
because the snow could not be 
plowed. In other parking areas, the 
snow-covered lots caused some 
motorists to park their automobiles 
more spaced out, since parking space 
boundaries are sometimes not visible. 
With cars spread out, that creates less 
parking spaces. Also, mounds of 
plowed snow might take up spaces 
that normally would be available. 
Plows also caused trouble to 
some student's near the Office of 
International Programs. Their 
cars were blocked in the drive- 
way by a mound of snow moved 
from the office lot. 
The JMU administration cannot 
be blamed for the plows and where 
the snow ends up. However, it 
should take these things into con- 
sideration when deciding on can- 
cellations, along with bus routes 
and other transportation IMUM. 
JMU also should stop trying to 
make school cancellations secretive, 
as if it were an undercover depart- 
ment of the government. 
StephenAtwell 
I would have said Tucsdav 
morning with some level of cer- 
tainty that I clearly amid have 
visualized a day when I 'n-.nl. nt 
(.eorgc VV. Bush would board 
Air Force One and travel to Iraq 
to turn over the last rock in Iraq 
in order to be sure that a 
weapon of mass destruction 
was not hidden underneath. 
Tuesday, Bush contradicted 
the comments made by David 
A Kay. the lormer .hie?United 
States weapons inspector for 
Iraq, who said that no illicit 
weapons likely were to he 
found in the country, accord- 
ing to the |an. 27 issue of The 
Sew York Times. Bush contin- 
ued to entertain the idea that 
these WMDs did exist It the 
time of the United States illu- 
sion, and that they would be 
found over the course of con- 
tinued investigation 
But, alas, that was Monday, 
and a day later Bush would 
.i.oi.l making reference to lh» 
statements made the day 
before and hinting at the possi- 
bility that weapons of mass 
destruction might never he 
found, according to a Jan. 28 
issue of The New York Times 
This changes things quite a bit 
For months preceding the' war in 
Iraq and the subsequent months 
that have folknved its official con- 
clusion. Bush had characterized 
Saddam Hussein's regime as an 
"imminent" thieat to the United 
States. After all, the reason for 
nitenng Iraq, need we forget, was 
to discover these hidden illicit 
weapons and to disarm them. 
Despite years of United 
Nations-led inspections, a 
three-month war in Iraq and 
subsequent investigations, no 
cM.len.e ol Mich nuclear, bio- 
logical or chemical programs 
has Kvn pnxtuced In lieu of 
these thorough im estig.itions 
preceding and following the 
United States-led invasion, 
Bush just has begun to admit 
that Hussein was not the threat 
to the United States that Bush 
had portrayed him as 
Bush was so com meed that 
when Hu 'lured in 
a spider hole, CNN tepuWd 
that in addition to he was 
being tested lor tr.ni-. ol chem- 
ical, biological or nuclear 
weapons ot mass d.-struction 
on his skin and hair. 
Behind the facade of confi- 
dence. Bush has begun to 
shift the focus about the 
intent of entering Iraq. 
In the State of the Union 
Address Jan. 20, Bush only 
briefly mentioned WMDs and 
instead chose to address the 
war in Iraq in terms of a right- 
eous effort to liberate a nation 
of the oppressed. 
"The work of building a 
new Iraq is hard, and it is 
right," Bush said in the 
address. "And America has 
always been willing to do 
what it takes for what is 
right, last January, Iraq's 
only law was the whim of 
one brutal man." 
These were not the terms 
that Congas had voted on in 
order to delegate soldiers and 
the billions of dollars spent on 
the war in Iraq. 
Bush continued to say that 
the world is .1 safer place with- 
out Hussein I his is a topic w ith 
which few can argue, with the 
exception ol radical Iraqis who 
continue to pose resistance to 
the United States-led occupa- 
tion Indeed, the world is a 
much safer place for some peo- 
ple — the Iraqi people 
Undoubtedly, the Iraqis 
hue less to fear with the 
United States in control of 
their country compared to 
when Hussein was in power, 
but that was not the focus of 
the war when it was under- 
taken. To pass that off now 
on the American public as 
the reason for entering the 
war is a great injustice, but 
ih.it is exactly the case. 
This flip-flop over the issue 
of the eMsicn..' of the Iraqi 
■inns program brings into 
question the level of intelli- 
gence being received and 
quickly impressed upon the 
general public. 
< *nly last year, during the Stale 
of the Union Address, Bush wicks 
K was criUdad for his claims 
that then- was intelligence that 
Hussein was trying to attain 
nuclear material fmm South 
Africa. Later, this information 
pmved to be unsubstantiated. 
Bush met with a delegation 
of leaders from both parties 
lues.i.iv where he character- 
ized the war as a "worthy" 
undertaking, according to the 
(an. 28 issue of Tlw New York 
Times. These comments came 
amid Strata Minority leader 
Tom Daschle's complaints that 
'the war had been approved on 
the basis ol the re.issui.ince of 
IT,1,1 s .irms pr.igram 
Stephen Alu-ell is a sopho- 
more SAMP miller. 
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Pat... Dart. 
A "thanks-for-pniving-tli.it-swni-guys-at- 
JMU-do*xist" pit to tlw ban tli.it helped 
push our car after it got stuck in the snow and 
also to the gems that shoveled us out of tlv 
C ommuns' parking lot for 20 minutes. 
/ It mi 1 "in- South I inr girls who decided it 
wtrnU bra pml fcfaj to Nnbaa out m tfi 
in tlvir not -<»siimHyuippnl. m 
Dart... Pat. 
A  "don't-you-know-how-to pl.i\ nue 
dart to tlie random guv who ISK1\ .lie.kc.1 
me into a park.-.! ,,ir when I |ust wanted to 
start  an  innocent  snowball   light  with 
sti.ingers.il Ja m. 
Fwm a senior wlv now Ims hi<o ovtiM ribs 
and a future addict ion hi Codeine flunks to you. 
Pat... Dart. 
A "thanks-for-making-mt^smile" pat to 
t;uy in a 24/7 gas rtabon Siturd.n 
night who was singing I'm I wi\ Woman ' 
along with the radio. 
/ ri m 0 girl who was very luppy finally to sir 
a guy who is confident enough in /11s mm nlinitu 
not to have lo act macho all tlie finr. 
An "are-you-kidding-me' dart to the 
girl at I Kit in her polo shirt, collar up 
with expensive |eu.lr\ on tlie I'rivor. 
I row ,1 group ot girls who want to tlunk IAIM 
'■" th< coin Inuglnuui ,cho think U'l Ot\ to Mat 
off your jeuvlry. put down the, Mn , in.l ;,vnr. 1 
/ -imtat iiKii 
A "good-thinking" pat to UN 
tinting the windows between the weight 
nxim and the pool. 
Irom ,1  s,-/l-,,nisi ion.   .dimmer who no 
longer uvrrU-s nlvut louvlmg off to ,111 oiuliem, 
An Tin-tree/ing-im-short .m.l-curlies- 
off" dart to JMU and the Harrisonburg 
Department ol Pubtk, Iranspor.ition tor 
starting school before the bus,-, an 
ning and not telling anvone that thev 
an 1.-n't ninning. 
I row  n   hilhl  -Indent   who   woiled   4~> 
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■P»l ng my 
usually calm 
roomate yell at the 
more fit 
her than i the gatn^^l 
"Uls a good excuse 
lo be lazy and 
^1 drunk.'' 
■  Jessica Taylor 
,i.n 
Tricla Frenville 
senior, copy editor^ 
are you looking forward to about the Super Bowl? 
From The Wire 
'Bubba the Love Sponge' shown no love by the FCC, imposes fine 
The Federal 
Communications Commission 
announced its highest proposed 
fine ever — possibly charging 
Clear Channel Communications 
$775,000 for broadcasting seg- 
ments that the commission ruled 
obscene and indecent. 
"Bubba the Ixwe Sponge," a 
Florida radio show, apparently 
ran segments the FCC found 
were "designed to pander to, titil- 
late and shock listeners," accord- 
ing to The Associated Press 
What it boils down to is this- 
If a show has any scientific, artis- 
tic or otherwise redeeming merit 
— even if it's sexually explicit — 
it's not obscene. 
Bubba's" V\eb site hat I fea- 
ture called "Dong of the Dav M I 
it's probably best not to discuss 
potential scientific ment. 
But, whatever the V\eb site 
says, the FCC was n^ht to rule 
that it's not appropriate on the air. 
There are no parental con- 
trols on radio, other than par- 
ents carefully monitoring every 
moment of their children's (fan 
-- an impossible task to ask ,>t 
anyone. Note that "Lovelim." 
the sometimes graphic, but still 
informative, radio show — 
which would later become a tvl- 
evfston show — was never 
bothered by the FCC. Cliurlv, 
there is a stark line between 
information and obscenity. 
And now. Clear Channel is 
cltallenging tin? ruling- 
Sorry, Clear *. henneL but the 
Itandvda are consistent — 
llures   ,i   deef   standard   for 
what's obscene, and the FCC 
applies it fairlv, as shown by 
another similar ruling. 
For instance, it fined Young 
Broadcasting of San Francisco, 
Inc. tor airing a television segment 
on KRON 4 Morning News 
whereaman — a perfurmer with 
the show "Puppetry of the Perns 
— exposed himself Hie H ( 
claimed that such an act would be 
foreseeable, and it would be, 
given the nature of the show. 
There is a difference between 
OkecenHy and art — people 
attending "l*uppetry of the 
Penis' know what they're getting 
themselves into — people tuning 
tor the morning traffic report 
don't. Making such distinctions 
isn't ■ threat to free speech; 
instead, it shows the merit of per- 
^> Cinnamon Bear 
- Free wireless. 
Internet Available! 
*"  Try our Kalian Grilled Panlni 
-   Breakfast Served All Day 
m  We Accept FLEX 
Hours of Operation: M-F 7am 8pm 
SAT 7am 7pm 
SUN 10am-5pm 




Now Offering Classes 
- Lifeguard Training 
- Water Safety Instructor 
- Lifeguard Training Instructor 
For More Information call 280-4977 
(rive a Hill lliai lasts (his Valentine's Dav! 
IVVwow l^ree 
San Francisco Music Boxes - Candles - 
     CandleAccessories -BoydS Bearsect... 
JAMES ^CHONE 
antique jewelry 
'WftatjMll buys its engagement rings. 
75 Court Square, Marrisonb'urg 
CXpet to •Banf(pf America) 
43J-18JJ 
When it snows or freezes and 
you want to know if JMU is open, 
dosed or opening late... 
£&  
W Listen to 1610 AM 
$ on your radio $ 
Tune in any area radio or TV station 
(most stations will make announcements 
ONLY when JMU is closed) 
• 0R« 




Please do not tie up the university's telephone lines 
by calling campus police or the campus operator 540-434-4700 
990 ReseRVOiR St - lURRiSODBURG - ACROSS FROM CVS 
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HOROSCOPES 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging. 
Today's Birthday (Jan. 29). This year, you become interested in finding out what's real and what can be 
buili upon. You II want to go back to the basics, both in your research and in your lire. There's work to 
be done, but don't shy away from it. There's money to be made. 
Aries March 21 -April 19 
Today is a 6 - You could gather in a lot of 
i cash if you focus on business now. Not 
only is more work coming your way. but it 
looks as if it pays pretty well. Accept an 
opportunity, even it friends think you 
aren't ready. 
W; 
Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22 
Today Is a 6 - Truth is. you only like the 
most beautiful, and usually the most 
e*pensive, things. But you can shop careful- 
ly and find bargains. That would be wise. 
4&: 
Taurus April 20-May 20 
^p. I   Today is .1 M - Take a stand, hold your 
wK ground and put up a good light. You 
oTW have friends and others on your side. If 
you don't agree with a philosophy that 
you think has big holes, don't pretend. 
Gemini May 21-June 21 
■   » Today is a 5 - It's not a good day to travel 
"Jj^ or to send out messages. There's apt to be 
/M\ ■ 'ot °f infusion out there. Tomorrow is 
a safer bet. 
Cancer June 22-July 22 
Today is an 8 - Schedule meetings to 
j review plans for your next adventure. It'll 
be easy to see things that might not work 
and then find ways around them. 
Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
Today is a 7 - Parts of today could be 
pretty rough, but the outcome is positive. 
Having a cheerful attitude helps, as does 
having a playful companion 
Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
*.   Today is a 7 - You'll have to change your 
yjST  plans as you go along and discover reality 
tt -**  That's )ust the way it is when you're being 
creative. Don't let it slow you down. 
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Today is a 9 - You may not be able to buy 
everything a loved one deserves. Don't feel 
bad about it. Instead, give them more of 
your time. That's more valuable, anyway. 
Sri 
Leo July 23-Aug. 22 
Today is a 6 - Your forward motion has 
* been impeded, but don't despair After you 
I pass this exam, you may find that you've 
gained more authority. Look sharp. 
^i 
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
Today is a 6 - Take some of your recent 
earnings and invest them in something 
that will keep you strong Get yourself 
- something that will be healthy for you. A; 
CROSSWORD 
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Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
Today is an 8 - Start fantasizing about the 
vacation that you and your loved one will 
lake K ii .i first ,.r second honeymoon? 
Why not? But don't go quite yet. % 
Pisces Feb. 19-March 20 
Today is a 7 - You're quite a sweetie - 
. that's public opinion, anyway. But don't 
let yourself be bullied by a person who 
sometimes seems as cold as ice. Let your 
love teach that person a lesson. 
—Tribune Media Services 
0i 
Knmii: of the Day- 
There is a 
word of letters 
three. Add two. 




Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle 
p A C s M A R 8 1 E L E C T A L I T 1 C O N v 0 G U E fl O V E S R T A E R O D E 
C H I E F C O O K A N D 
H A L V E P fl E S S M s G ■ R Q o§| pip O  L 1 T E 
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8 Division into 
factions 
14 Pop quiz 
15 Grande 
16 Irritated by 
rubbing 
17 Mali city 
19 Wakes up 
20 Onagers 
21 Tribal leaders 
23 Lee's troops, 
casually 
25 Danger signal 
29 Paper hanky 










40 Robert Ruark 
book 
42 VOA group 
43 Inventor 
Sikorsky 
44 Land of the 
pharaohs 
46 NY neighbor 
47 Spanish bull 















66 Wind dir. 
67 Highland 
maiden 
68 Son-of movie 
69 Shriner topper 
70 Cooking fat 
DOWN 32 Goons 
1 Greek letter 36 Barber's tool 
2 Rotation line 39 Frippery 
3 Battering 41 Certain 
devices hairstyle 
4 Smoldering 45 Lone Ranger's 
coals sidekick 
5 Noah's vessel 48 Sneaky 
6 Chomps person 
7 Aretha's genre 50 "     of the 
8 Coarse sieve King" 
9 Combination of 52 Hose off 
musical tones 53 Pat or Debby 
10 Soccer mom 55 Cook 
in Munich? 57 Oahu outing 
11 Suppositions 58 Option word 
12 I told you sol 59 Oxidation 
13GPs 60 Spots on TV 
18 Deplete 61 Kiki or Ruby 
22 Dismal 62N-R 
24 Swain connection 











31 Animal tracks 
Focus 
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Word on the street 
Advertising a party is a tedious task 
thai easily can go awry if the party is mar- 
keted   toward   the  wrong  population. 
When she and her roommates are having 
a puty, senior Sarah Kelbaugh said, "We 
basically call friends and tell them to 
bring whoever they want" 
TO appeal to college students one 
knows, put the party invitation and 
information on an America Online 
Instant Messenger profile. To acquire 
the entire student body attending the 
party,  spread   the  word  in  freshman 
dorms. To get arrested, make fliers and 
wait     for     the     Harrisonburg     Police 
Department to bust the party. 
"I prefer anywhere 1 know the people that 
are having the party. If it be fraternity or 
apartment," senior Court Pifer said. "Most 
parties I attend are held in apartments because 
they are [hosted by] good friends, and I was for- 
mally invited." Make sure the party's attendance 
does not swing in favor of one gender over anoth- 
er — one sex outweighing the other leaves the 
overpopulated gender uncomfortable and with the 
desire to leave the party. 
Planning to a T 
When planning a party, explore the option of 
a theme to complement the weather or holiday 
that the party surrounds or to create a mood for 
the party. Themes, ranging from toga parties to 
pimps and hos, set a mood for the party where 
guests can compete for best costume. Web 
sites dedicated to college festivities, such as 
www.partyuhool.com, have a plethora of 
ideas students contribute from their own 
schools If making the "rounds" ID the 
parties of the evening, making a list 
never fails. It gives you a point of refer- 
ence if your memory begins fading 
after your first two stops. 
Getting; there 
The rTarrisonburg Department of Public 
Transportation receives far too little love for the 
service it provides each and every night of the 
"JMU weekend " 
Running until nearly 3 a.m. on traditional week- 
ends, the transit buses allow all members of the party- 
ing group to enjoy themselves, in addition to running 
no risk of standing in the cold for 30 minutes waiting 
for a cab or having to shell out cash to local car thieves 
— also known as the Teeter Exxon towers HDPT 
revamped the night routes the past school year, cater- 
ing to the JMU student body and making the schedules 
ridiculously easy to understand. If opting not to spend 
two minutes on the HDPT Web site, wwwJtdpl.com, one 
only is doing oneself a disservice. 
All the small things 
Hosting a party is exciting and strenuous, but don't 
use these factors as cop-outs to forgetting all the little 
factors to successful party throwing. These details 
include having paper rowels and toilet paper available 
for spills, and the obvious — purchasing plenty of Solo 
cups and beverage pong balls, having pitchers avail- 
able for games and a trash can out in the open to 
encourage guests to be tidy. 
Bumping the beats 
Any party is just a light gathering without quality 
music. Don't make guests feel they have to bring their 
own music — consult with music-sawy friends to 
download the latest tunes to keep your guests social. 
"Good music is a must with a party," sophomore 
Robin Schwartz said. "It keeps things going, and can 
even make things interesting if everyone is dancing 
and having a good time " 
Undesired guests 
There are nvoKinda of unwanted visitors who 
may arrive at any party at any time — "the drunk 
kid" and "the authorities." Both can be handled in a 
positive manner, so as not to damper the festivities 
When guests arrive, cither causing trouble with other 
attendees or clearly too intoxicated even to be in pub- 
lic, they need to exit the premises to keep themselves 
and other guests safe. 
Kdbaugh sax! if someone is out of control, she asks him 
<ir her to leave or has sometxieherp her kick him or her out 
of her apartment The host throwing the party and allow- 
ing everyone lo gather at their abode has every right to ask 
anyone to leave at any time — and that person shjxild 
abide as a sign of respect for the host's hospitality. Have a 
large, intimidating friend by your sxie when asking the 
troublemaker to leave in case a problem should arise. 
The other, far scarier uninvited guest is a police 
officer. The best bet in this case Is to send a sober 
,or most sober) host to the door to talk to the 
police officer and find out what he or she wants. 
I mply to rum down musk, apologize for 
the officer having to come out to the residence 
and say it won't happen again. Then, actually 
turn the music down to avoid a repeat appear- 
ance by the officer. JMU Police have jurisdic- 
tion in student-dense residential areas, so do 
not think that because the officer is not a 
Harrisonburg Polio? Department officer, he 
or she cannot legally do anything to the host 
They actually can do more damage, as stu- 
dents' academic careers can be jeopardized 
with JMU Police judicial charges. 
According to Mike Way, director of 
Judicial Affairs, students can and will be 
fried by JMU Judicial Affairs if they are 
tried and found guilty of a felony or a drug 
or alcohol charge for which they could 
spend one year or more in jail. "If they are 
found guilty by Rockingham County or 
Harrisonburg courts, JMU can try them and 
repercimioni can occur," he said. Way added 
these repercussions can include strikes against 
a student, as per JMU's three strikes policy. 
In a situation with alcohol, Schwartz said. 
The people that are throwing the party may be 
able to keep their guests safe while in the actual 
party, but once those people leave, no one can say 
what could or will actually happen." 
All good things must end 
So/rne guests are gone and there are 300 Solo cups 
sporadically placed around the apartment, beckoning 
to be emptied and tossed. Cleaning the barren land of 
wounded soldiers is easier than it seems —just have a 
mop, vacuum and trash can handy. OxyClean spray 
instantly absorbs wine, juice and other stubborn stains, 
while Febreze-ing furniture and carpets after the party 
will free a residence from smelling like a fratenut\ 
house basement. Wirst case scenario — visit a local 
grocery store to inexpensively rent a steam cleaner. 
"We don't put [cleaning] off." Kelbaugh said. 
"Carpet cleaner is a good purchase, since most 
apartment companies charge for everything." 
The responsibility of hosting a party is 
great to ensure the fun and safety of atten- 
dees, but the payoff of knowing yours was 
the part> of the semester is well worth it 
"The more parties, the better college is," 
senior Evan Winokur said. "There is only 
lour vears that you can do this." 
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What's the Dish on Dining? 
^s o 
L   L 
Madison Grill has a new, 
expanded menu! 
Come on in and see what 
we can offer you! 
At The Festival, 
Tumbleweed Farms 
introduces delicious BBQ 
Wraps. Create your own 
combination of BBQ, 
Monterey Jack cheese, 
fresh lettuce, diced 
tomatoes, spicy 
jalapenos, cole slaw, sour 
cream and salsa. Enjoy! 
SUPER BOWL SPECIALS 
- Buy 6 wings, get S FREE 
E 20 Oz. beverage with purchase 
of any sandwich & chips 
9 come down to Lakeside and watch 




he tteTVding Mug Design Contest has begun! 
visit www.jmu.edu/dining for more info. 
€X Now Through Super Sunday! 
5 Large 1-Topping Pizzas for just 
$30.00 
Port Rd/CISAT 
41 Burgess Rd 
JMU/ S. Main St. /EMU 
31Miller Circle 
433-3111    433-2300 
Ask for your free dipping sauce! 'Garlic Butter 'Ranch *Pizza Sauce 
Wings Plus 
10 pc Wings & Breadsticks 
w/sauce! 
7. 00 
LARGE ONE TOPPING! 
$7 oo 
Not valid with any other offer 
PIZZA PANIC 
MEDIUM Cheese PIZZA 
4 Breadsticks 
7. 00 
Extra Large Pizza 
Extra Large Cheese Pizza 
00 7. 
«- Shutters wide-open 
Senior Morgan Reihl 
trains her camera on 
sites around the world. 
ses story Mow STYLE 
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"Here, we see ... prostitutes and old 
hags, donkeys with human charac- 
teristics and naked witches..." 
ZAK SALIH 
senior 




BY SF.AMUS O'CONNOR 
contributing writer 
Evil prevailed in a comedic battle of 
Disney proportions that was waged in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre Tuesday night, 
as the New & Improv'd comedy troupe 
put on its Fifth Annual Improv Bowl. 
The theme for this year's show was 
"Good vs. Evil," pitting one half of the 
theatre against the other in a laugh-'til- 
you-drop showdown. 
The audience's applause deter- 
mined the winning team for each 
round After a total of four rounds, the 
teams were lucked at two points each, 
and ■ rap battle resulted in the Improv 
llowl iniwn going to the Evil team. 
Team Evil consisted of sophomore 
Brett Bovio, freshman Bryan Bach, sen- 
ior Dan Hodos and junior Lisa Aikman 
depicting such "sinful" institutions as 
North Korea and "Corporate America." 
Senior, sophomores Bill Howard and 
Cuy Ridge and Selcuk Koruturk and 
junior Christina Boucher, representing 
virtuous individuals such as Mr. 
Rogers and the Pope, manned the 
Good Team. The two squads dueled in 
a series of improvisariona! games such 
as "Film and Theatre Styles," in which 
two comedians had to act out a scene in 
a variety of theatrical genres. 
-4. 
[Big Bird on drugs isj 
a character you dream 
about playing. 
— Dan Hodos 
New & Improv'd member 
99 
Other games required the competi- 
tors to take on new personae midscene 
.ind work oddball phrases such as "I 
was in the shower with the cat" into 
their dialogues. The performances 
drew plenty of laughs from the audi- 
ence, which greatly was involved in the 
entire show. The scenes all were based 
on suggestions from audience mem- 
bers to give the event its improvisation- 
al component. 
This was the first New & Improv'd 
showcase attended by freshman 
Lauren Grindle. The funniest parts of 
the night came from the interactions of 
New & Improv'd members who were 
not supposed to be in the skit, such as 
Hodos' brief cameo as a rumbleweed 
in a Western scene, Grindle said. 
Sophomore Alice Shen is no 
stranger to the comedy club's shows, 
and enjoyed the Improv Bowl greatly, 
though she noted the performers are 
"sometimes funnier when they aren't in 
a competitive setting." 
Sophomore Helen Curtis called the 
night's offering "as funny, if not fun- 
nier" than previous Improv Bowls. 
At one point during a dating game- 
esque skit, senior Kristin Von Kundra 
was pulled onstage '< > participate, play- 
ing the part of the bachelorette. She said 
it was "interesting seeing [New and 
Improv'd) semi-prepared," as opposed 
to its usual spur-of-the-moment ad lib. 
She said she would have taken her farci- 
cal date selection out "in a heartbeat." 
This was the first Improv Bowl 
appearance by New & Improv'd mem- 
ber Bovio. "It was more run than I've 
had yet with New St Improv'd," he 
said. "I had a blast." 
The first-ever Improv Bowl was in 
1999, and only two members of the cur- 
rent group have participated in all five, 
making this the last hurrah for Howard 
and senior t>>ug Wxtdhouse, the emcee 
of the nighf s events. Both VVoodhouse 
and Howard felt the show was a good 
one on which to go out, due to the large 
audience and performance of their 
teammates. About 100 friends and fans 
attended the event. Howard said his 
favorite moment was portraying Big 
Bird on drugs, explaining. That's a 
character you dream about playing." 
The crew is looking forward to its 
first trip to the Dirty South Improv 
Festival next month in North Carolina. 
ART REVIEW 
Hatter of 
MM   WA/OOWSKA/. .•ui*uinn***n»j*,r 
Senior Morgan Riehl discovered a love for both photog- 
raphy and travel at a young age. Her photos depleting 
her overseas voyages are on display and for sale at the 
Artful Dodger through Feb. 14. 
Student illuminates globe through camera lens 
BY ELIZABETH BARRON 
staff writer 
When a photo mosaic of people, 
places and light spans one of the 
dandelion-colored walls at the 
Artful Dodger, local coffee 
drinkers cannot help but notice. 
Senior Morgan Riehl's exhibit, 
which runs until Feb. 14, showcases 
her talent and captures the experi- 
ences from her worldwide travels. 
"I've always traveled a lot," she 
said. "Many of the pictures are from 
different parts of the world." 
Riehl's photographs represent 
engagement in her environment. 
Each piece is a non-intrusive wit- 
ness to the delicate riches of the 
surroundings. "I really like 
observing the world around me ... 
I try to convey the true feelings of 
a place," Riehl said. 
Riehl's work  may   warrant  a 
promising future; her style is 
crisply professional and versatile in 
its use of light, color and subject 
matter Her show allows the view- 
er's eye to dance from a striking 
black and white image ("A Statue 
Outside of Christianshavn") to a 
vibrant composition of a 
MACRoCK show. 
The presentation of each photo- 
graph adds energy to the display. 
Riehl sets black and white against 
yellow, draws the green out of an 
Italian window, and complements a 
gray mural with rich maroon. 
"The photographs are all really 
good," senior Beth Maskey said. "I 
love that it's not just a bunch of pic- 
tures on the wall. She put a lot of 
thought into detail with the matting 
and framing.'' 
Senior Jordan Minnick decided to 
purchase one of Riehl's prints. 
"I like 'Catholic Mural of the 
Troubles.'" Minnick said. "Her ph*>- 
tography leaves a lot to you. You 
could look at a picture of a place, and 
it captures your imagination." 
Riehl appreciates the viewer's 
ability to experience photography in 
a personal way. 
"Take what you see and make the 
interpretation your own," she said. 
Perhaps Riehl's philosophy 
ties to her background, as her 
parents encouraged her to travel 
at an early age. 
Reihl became interested in photog- 
raphy in elementary school, but did 
not take her work seriously until high 
school. Now a school of media arts & 
design major, she has applied her skills 
to organizations such as |MU Sports 
Media Relations and the Bluestone. 
Riehl wants to pursue photography as 
a career after she graduates. 
The camera lens enhanced her per- 
ception of each place she visited, 
allowing her to "appreciate the beau- 
ty of what is around us." 
"I don't want to emulate [other 
photographers' work] ... I try to do 
things as I see them," Riehl said. 
Although Riehl studied photogra- 
phy while abroad in Florence in June 
2003, she does not have much formal 
training. She has relied on her individ- 
ual vision and interest in the art form. 
Riehl contacted the Artful 
Dodger after learning that it 
rotates the art on its walls once a 
month. Beneath her exhibit, Riehl 
offers viewers her card, resume, 
order form and a show layout 
describing each piece. 
Prints of all Riehl's photography 
displayed at the Artful Dodger are 
for sale. Prices range from $10 to $25. 
Riehl's show ends Feb. 14, but one 
can visit wvuKnuirphotography.com to 
purchase prints and stay connected 
to her progress as an artist. 
Script, plot line yield horrifying 'Effect' 
Kutcher beefs up repertoire with challenging character different from usual banter 
BY TRICIA FRENVILLE 
senior writer 
Almost two hours of some 
of the most horrifying acts of 
violence committed by 
humans — child molestation, 
animal abuse and murder — 
could be seen as a gratuitous 
excuse for gore and sensation- 
alism. However, presented 
correctly — as it was in "The 
Butterfly Effect" — the result 
is a moving, fascinating take 
on the changeability of life. 
Ashton Kutcher ("Just 
Married") plays Evan 
Treborn, who, since he was 7 
years old, experienced black- 
outs during traumatic peri- 
ods in his life, of which there 
were many. Evan endured his 
shocking childhood with 
friend Kayleigh Miller (Amy 
Smart, "The Battle of Shaker 
Heights"), with whom he 
eventually falls in love. 
As a college student, Evan 
discovers that he, like his 
father, inexplicably can go 
back in time to the moments 
when the blackouts occurred 
and change the tragic events 
in his past. However, by 
changing the past, Evan alters 
the future and ends up 
destroying the lives of his 
friends and his mother. 
Evan continues to try to fix 
the problems he's created and 
thus amstructs many new real- 
ities, since having changed one 
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instance in the past altered his 
entire future. When Evan 
changes the outcome of an 
event in his life and it goes 
badly for his friends, he 
attempts to fix it He is the only 
one who remembers each reali- 
ty, as his friends' memories are 
changed with each new reality. 
The subject of the film is 
not new and, as a quote in 
the beginning of the film 
indicates, is derived from 
the chaos theory that even 
the flapping of a butterfly's 
wing could cause a tidal 
wave somewhere else in the 
world. The presentation of 
the subject matter, though, is 
quite unusual. 
There is a great deal of 
extremely distressing violence 
and emotional disturbance in 
the film. Evan, Kayleigh and 
her brother Tommy (William 
Lee Scott, "Identity") each are 
molested by Kayleigh's father 
(Eric Stoltz, "The Rules of 
Attraction"). Tommy, in turn, 
commits a truly devastating act 
of animal abuse, "these scenes 
are difficult to process, and 
leave the audience emotionally 
drained by the end of the film 
However, the scenes suc- 
ceed in driving the point of the 
movie home — even the 
smallest thing one does in life 
can leave an irreversible 
imprint on one's future. The 
story line gives the actors 
more range with which to 
work and alk>ws them to dis- 
play grief, desperation and 
rage, but also happiness and 
relief when the events of their 
lives seem to be going better. 
"The Butterfly Effect" is 
Kutcher's first attempt at star- 
ring in a dramatic film. While 
he has mastered the art of 
being a goofy jokester, his por- 
trayal of a dramatic character 
is not quite as good. 
Kutcher's performance is 
believable most of the time, 
and he is able to portray 
Fvan's utter desperation with 
remarkable accuracy. Where 
Kutcher seems to fall short is 
... the smallest thing 
one does in life can 
leave an irreversible 
imprint on one s future. 
— Tricia Frenville 
the area in between, when he 
seems to overact in certain 
scenes where he simply need* 
to be serious. Nevertheless, his 
performance was relatively 
good as Evan. 
Smart's performance .is ,i 
troubled, emotionally dis- 
traught woman is excellent. 
and she is easy to relate to 
in this role. In one of the 
realities Evan creates, 
Kayleigh becomes a prosti- 
tute, and Smart delivers the 
cynicism and depression 
one would expect to see 
from such a character 
Directors I rk Bress (writer 
for "Final IX-stination 2") and 
J. Mackye Gruber do a com- 
mendable job in creating a 
chaotic world in which these 
troubled characters live. 
A Mention -grabbing special 
effects are used to show the 
transition of Evan's mind from 
his current realit\  to the past. 
and give the film a sense of 
chat»s and insanity. The look of 
the film is remarkable as well, 
as the scenes in which abuse 
or violence occur are grimy 
and dirt)', making the movie 
more realistic. 
"The Butterfly Effect" 
does have some plot holes, 
such as the inconsistencies in 
I v.in's physical reactions to 
his time traveling. Evan expe- 
riences nose bleeds and 
seizures after he changes the 
past, as he develops his new 
memories. The nose bleeds 
.nut seizures seem to get pro- 
gressively worse and then, for 
no apparent reason, seem to 
get better again. 
"The BuMerfly Effect" is 
not for the faint of heart, as it 
can be very disturbing in its 
content. But, if an emotion- 
packed, intelk'ctually fascinat- 
ing trip through life is what 
viewers an- looking for, then 
see this one in the theatre — 
it's worth the price. 
r1»tte«r 
• ««••    GO <*SH» to +»»«»- 
jnd m tlm nwplkr 
• •)•)  VlfclfcrilanMasskr 
■ GntavSnal ^" 
sne**tt>WJKi 
• ssstr-"-** 
Jan. 29 through Feb. 5 
New Movies: 
Regal Cinemas 
• -You Got Served" 
• "The Big Bounce" 
Grsfton-Stovall Theatre 
• "The Texas Chalnaaw Massacre" 
• "Kl It*: vol. 1" 
Places to go and things to do this weekend: 
• Makwtreet Bar & GrIN 
- Carbon leaf lo play Tuesday, starting 
al S p m Cost Is $7 al ths am and an 
udoWonal $3 lot those under 21. For more 
into, can 432 9963 
•The Pub 
- Sma» Town Workera k> play Frtday and 
Boogie Hswg B play Saturday Both shows 
start at 930 p m Costs Mat tis door For 
mom into cM 432-0610 
• Flnnegan's Cove 
■ Jimmy 0 to play Thursday staring at 10 
pm Leon MNmore to play Friday ttvtng at 
10 p m Sould lo play Saturday staring at 10 
pm Cost for aX shows is S3 at lie door. For 
more Into, can 433-9674 
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Hughes portrays life, art in poignant 'Goya' 
It is ckw from the opening 
pages th.it ,irt* rttk .ind ,iuthur 
Robert Hughes has a personal 
and pasMon.it* ..tfinity for the 
sub|ect of his latest work, 
"Goya." Hughes writes on 
how his critical uuriyito of the 
life and .irt ol 1 rancisco |ott »l< 
Goya y Lucientes had passed 
him by until a near-f.ital car 
accident in IW made him 
intimate with physical and 
mental anguish — two sub- 
jects with which Goya's art 
deals heavily. Hughes even 
goes so far .is tu recount the 
macabre, surreal dream he had 
during his hospitali/atton 
involving the artist, as if writer 
and subject shared an intimate, 
dreamlike connection. 
Such a sentimental 
episode can prompt some 
rolling of the eyes (some 
dreams just aren't meant to 
be shared), but, thankfully, 
the sometimes overdone sur- 
realism   gets   lost    in    the 
engrossing breadth of Goyt'l 
life, meticulously detailed by 
Hughes' attractive and high- 
ly opinionated prose. How 
refrathiftg to MM a biogra- 
phical study where the 
writer unabashedly defends 
his subject the way an older 
brother protects a vulnerable 
younger sibling. 
As for Goya himself, 
Hughes pilots U8 through the 
span of his long life, from his 
beginnings ,i> a court artist 
under the patronage of a lin- 
eage of Spanish royalty, up 
until his last days, deaf, sick 
and exiled in France. Not 
only are we privy to the 
growth and development of 
a major European artist, but 
we also find ourselves 
immersed in the politics and 
society of 18th and 19th cen- 
tury Spain. The artist's eye 
encompassed everyone and 
everything from frugal coun- 
tryside picnics to dank asy- 
by senior writer 
Zak Salih 
lums and among the crowds 
al bullfights 
A seminal aspect of Goya's 
p.unhngs and sketches (depict- 
ed in numerous - il small — 
color and black and white 
reproductions) is the emotional 
depths of many of his works, 
the pathos that lurks under- 
neath the laces of his many 
priests, politicians, robbers, 
matadors and comfflOMfl. 
Architecture and metropolitan 
backgrounds    are    a    rarity 
amongGoya'f artwork paned 
over for the immediacy of 
human interactions. 
Of all the multiple stages 
of Goya's artwork, there are 
tour well-known that remain 
embedded in the brain, each 
one of them tinged with the 
brutal honor that has 
seemed to become Goya's 
trademark. The first of these 
is the "caprichos" (caprices), 
.i series of aquatint etchings 
that   mark   and   mock   the 
hypocrisies and defect! Ol 
Spanish society. Here, we see 
with startling detail prosti- 
tutes and old hags, donkeys 
with human characteristics 
and naked witches — a veri- 
table grotesquerie that 
become* all the more shock- 
ing for its serious subtext. 
The same is true of the 
"Disasters of War," evoking 
the graphic events of the war 
with Napoleon through a 
barren landscape of limbless 
bodies and mass violence 
rhe ' lauromaqula' ate ■> 
sera- of early 19th-century 
etchings illustrating the 
world of bullfighting, pep- 
pered with acrobatic mata- 
dors al the moments of both 
triumph and death, the black 
bulls either tensed to strike 
or caught in the middle of 
their charge. 
Goya's last days in Spain 
are marked by deafness .nnl | 
debilitating   depression   that 
led to a series of frightening 
images painted onto the 
walls of his house, coined 
"the Black Paintings." 
Perhaps the most gruesome 
painting in the collection 
(and maybe even his entire 
oeuvre) is that of a seemingly 
insane Saturn caught in the 
act of devouring his own 
children. Is it pleasant? No. Is 
it powerful? Absolutely. 
This is to say nothing of 
Goya's many other works 
detailed in these pages, 
including Goya's most-recog- 
nized painting, "The Third of 
May," with its central point 
being the white-shirted 
Spanish citizen awaiting a 
French firing squad's bullets. 
As Hughes writes, "No attic 
vase painting of Homeric bat- 
tle, no Renaissance image of 
perfectly proportioned bodies 
slugging it out, no frieze of 
warriors so impresses you 
with its raw truth." 
LISTEN 
TO ANY CO BEFORE 
YOU BUY IT! 
NEW t USED CD» • IPs  VIMYl  • CASSETTES 
DVD • VHS • IOOKS • CASH FOR YOUR MUSK! 
434-9999 
KROGER SHOPPING CTR 





WHAT A RECORD 
STORE SHOULD BE! 
www.plarr9trM.ik.coin 






66 E Market St 
Hemp Supplies 
Stop by AT.O.TS. for 
a Wonderful Selection of    • 
JEWELRY, CANDLES, INCENSE, 
JOURNALS, BEADS, TAPESTRIES 
and SO MUCH MORE! * 
« # 
Hours: Wed-Sat 11-6 ▼" 432-1894 




HEALTH CENTER, P.L.C. 
Richard E.N. Sedwick, MD, FACOG 
Nancy I Durning, MN, RN-CS, FNP-C 
1885 Port Republic Road , ? mjles eas, of M1 
Harrisonburg. VA exjt 245 
www.brwhc.yourmd.com Bus Route #2 
433-6613 
15% CASH PAYMENT DISCOUNT WITH JMU ID 
x$« Big Brothers Big Sisters BowlForKidsSake, 
Saturday, February 28, 2004 from 9am-4pm 
at Valley Lanes in Harrisonburg 
FREE game, FREE shoes, and great prizesl 





Consider La Salle University's 
Full-time MBA Program. 
Our AACSB-accredited Full-time MBA Program features opportunities to: 
• Gain communication, technical, and quantitative skills 
• Attend classes with a diverse and international group of students 
• Study abroad for one semester or participate in international travel seminars to 
Europe and the Pacific Rim 
• Participate in workshops and professional development modules to enhance 
international business etiquette skills and knowledge of American corporate culture 
■ Take advantage of the cultural, historical and professional highlights of Philadelphia 
All at a very reasonable tuition 
For more information. 
visit www.lasaJle.edu/ftmba 






out the      <^ Come check 
Dance Party 
from 10pm until 2am 
Come watch the Super Bowl on Sunday, Feb 1 
Catch all the action on our 34 Big Screen TVs 
call 801.0221 for more informatic 
«- Where are the Dukes fans? 
Sophomore John Fierro believes 
that the lack of fan support for 
JMU athletics is connected to some 
of their poor performances. 
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"I think about it, but I can"t even 
explain how happy 1 am with the 
situation I have here." 
LESLEY DICKINSON 
freshman guard 
BREEZE READER'S VIEW JOHN FIERRO 
Performance on field results in fans' disinterest 
y«H, ANb I THINK 
THAT'S   A 
c4BPBoAR0  cvrair! 
MARC CHOI/«n?Nr> tdUor 
Lackluster Ian support may bo resulting In poor performance by JMU. 
The past tew years have 
not been very kind to some of 
the more visible sports pro- 
grams at JMU. 
The football team hasn't 
made the l-AA playoffs in five 
years and possesses an uncan- 
ny knack for blowing crucial 
plays and winnable games. 
The eternal rebuilding of the 
men's basketball team contin- 
ues this season, as coach 
Sherman Dillard's squad kxiks 
downright loot and ujUKJfllla> 
ed on the court, currently stand- 
ing dead last in the Cokmial 
Athletic Association standings 
This wave of mediocrity 
that has washed over these 
programs is still no excuse 
for the support, or lack 
thereof, displayed by the 
student body. 
At most large colleges and 
universities throughout the 
country, football is a staple of 
campus life in the fall. These 
campuses are abuzz with 
anticipation and conversation 
as Saturday creeps ekiser, cul- 
minating with the excitement 
of game day. 
In mv year and a half at 
JMU, I cannot remember one 
instance of hearing other stu- 
dents talking to each other 
about the upcoming game 
Saturday, or reacting to one 
Monday Never have I heard 
one ,ommcnt about last 
nights exhilarating win or 
crushing defeat 
The lack of interest during 
the week, however, is no match 
for the scene observed on any 
Saturdav afternoon al Zane 
Showker Held .it Uridgeforth 
Stadium Homecoming and 
Paicnffl Weekend aside, the 
turnouts at these garni-, an1 
embarrassing. I know getting 
up before numm weekends is 
tough, but that is beyond the 
point. There were some games 
at which you could have fit the 
cot in' population of some 
small island nations in the stu- 
dent section of the stadium. 
Where is the school spirit that 
so many people on this cam- 
pus fervently brag about? 
Some have told me that 
they don't attend games 
because the team isn't 
good. The fact is, the atten- 
dance of fans can be influ- 
ential in more ways than 
meet the eye. 
Recruiting is a prime 
example, as JMU often 
invites touted recruiting 
prospects to games during 
the season to get a feel of 
the program. What mes- 
sage will be translated to 
these players if they enter 
the stadium and see that it 
is 75 percent empty? 
Clearly no talented athlete 
with many options will want 
to play for a school whose 
game-day attendance suggests 
that nobody cares. If no new 
talent comes in. clearly no 
improvement will be made. 
While attending the men's 
basketball game against 
Hofstra University last week, I 
made a disturbing observation. 
As I scanned the crowd and 
student section at the 
Convocation Center, I realized 
that there could not have been 
more than a couple hundnxl 
students at the game 
I understand that stu- 
dents have very hectic 
schedules and busy lives. 
However, for a Division l-A 
basketball program at a 
university boasting an 
enrollment of over 15,000, 
see 1MV. page 14 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL- 
Ahead of the game 
Dickinson learning system quickly 
BY DKIW WII SUN 
senior writer 
Success was never ,i problem for 
freshman guard I cslcv Dickinson 
while growing up. 
At age 5, Dickinson was so bright 
she skipped lirst grade Her classnxim 
accomplishments continued in high 
school, where she finished 14th in her 
graduating class with an above-1*) per- 
cent average for all four years Hersuc- 
cess rolled over onto the basketball 
court as well, where she played for 
Christ the King High School in Queens 
Village, NY., which was ranked sev- 
enth in the nation in the final USA 
Today rankings her senior season. 
Dickinson's success on and off 
the court earned her a basketball 
scholarship to JMU, an accomplish- 
ment she lists ,i. her greatest 
achievement. Yet, once pr.n 11.. 
started in the fall, things weren't as 
easy as in the past, she recalled. 
"People tell vou that it's Division 
I and it's a big difference," 
Dickinson said. "It is a big ditlci 
ence Preseason, with all the run- 
ning and lifting weights, is unlike 
anything People cm tell you and 
tell you and tell you all they want, 
but until you experience it, it's 
unlike anything any high school 
player has ever experienced." 
That adjustment to Division I bas- 
ketball took a while for Dickinson. 
"I don't teel like I wasn't trying, 
but maybe I |iist had to adjust, int 
said. "Some days I would conn- in 
and my body just wasn't working 
with me, and I would have fo try to 
push through that." 
By the end of the ptCMttOK 
Dickinson's hlld work began to pay 
off, and in the days leading up lo the 
first game, her performance caught the 
eye of Coach Kenny Bnxiks and the 
coaching st.ill 
"She did struggle ,i little bit at the 
beginning, |iist like ,ill the other ln-.li- 
men." Bnxiks recalled "I still had no 
idea what tin starting lineup was 
going to be three davs before DM lirst 
g.ime — and she wasn't penciled in 
Then, the last tlmv day* before prat te 
leading up to Ihe Jacksonville State 
University game, slie had great prac- 
tices and she- earned ,i starting spot 
and she hasn't let it gOtvtJ since 
Dickinson is one ol only two flavors 
to start all 18 games tor the I Hike- this 
season, and already his earned 
Colonial Athlcli, Association I'lava of 
the Week honors tlmv times Mi, leads 
the team in scoring, averaging 15.5 
points per game In the CAA, 
Dickinson is tusl li >r MR enth in scoring. 
The Moot-10-imh forward abo 
leads the Dukes in 3-point per,,mage 
(36.9 percent), steals (Ml and minutes 
played (34.1 minutes a gamei Snt i- 
second in assists is tth Is 
In CAA play. Dickinson is in the 
top 10 in assists per game and Iree- 
throw percentage 
With several teammates suttermg 
from iii]iines this season. Brooks has 
called on Dickinson lo play point 
guard, shooting guard and small for- 
ward. 
"She's exceeded my expectations," 
Bnxiks said. "I knew she was a good 
player. When we signed her, I knew 
that was a really good catch for us. But, 
I didn't have any idea that she would 
adjust to the physical game as well as 
she has." , 
Dicldnson even said she exceeded 
her own expectations. 
"Not to say that I am pleased 
with where I am at — because I 
still want to get better — but I hon- 
estly didn't think I was going to 
adjust as well as I have," she said. 
"I am happy that I have, but I 
attribute it back lo working hard." 
A perfect fit 
With her current success on the 
court against some of the top teams in 
the conference, it might be easy to over- 
look the fact that Dickinson doesn't 
rum 18 until tomorrow. 
Brooks said he is fortunate to have 
landed Dickinson because if she hadn't 
skipped first grade, she still would be 
playing high school ball "Who knows 
— if she was still playing for Christ the 
King High Schixil, she might be one of 
the lop recruits in the country." 
Dickinson said she was aware 
of what could have been if she 
hadn't skipped a grade. However, 
she is happy with how things have 
turned out. 
"I've thought about if I didn't 
skip a grade and where I would be," 
she said. "But, it's made me grow up 
ta-ter being 17 and in college. Not a 
lot of people can say that, so I think 
that it's helped me with maturity 
level. That will help me after basket 
ball, when I get into the real world 
and the business world. 
"I think about it, but I can't even 
explain how happy I am with the situ- 
ation I have here," Dickinson added. 
Tv e said it before, but I can't really see 
myself anywhere else. I'm glad, 
throughout the whole recanting 
pnxess, that I ended up here." 
Dickinson said she chose JMU 
over schools such as Hofstra 
University and the University of 
Alabama-Birmingham because of 
the relationship she developed with 
Assistant Coach Kim Haireton, as 
well as Bnxiks, who also was an 
assistant coach at the time. 
"I felt really comfortable and I 
knew they would take care of me and 
help me grow as a person and a play- 
er     I >u kuison Mid 
The opportunity to play immedi- 
ately was one ol the biggest attrac- 
tions about JMU. 
"That was a good selling point 
in the recruiting process," Brooks 
said. "We knew going into the 
recruiting season that we were 
going to have to have a really good 
class because we were losing an 
outstanding class with Shanna 
Price (03), Nadine Morgan ('03) 
and Jess Cichowicz ('03). So we 
knew we were going to have to 
replace them with quality players. 
, DKIW WII.N(lN/«™.v/Vl.«.>t:«l/'li.. 
Freshman forward Lesley Dickinson Is a key component to JMUs young squad this year. She currently ranks seventh 
In scoring average In the Colonial Athletic Association, and has named CAA Rookie of the Week three times. 
"I think that was appealing to a lot 
of the kids that we signed," he added 
"As a result. U-slev came in and Uxik 
advantage of the opportunity." 
Dickinson also said the campus 
environment drew lier to |\ll sin, e il 
M .l-n t in ,i big city She Mid that 
appealed to her laid-back personality 
A change in teener) Was another roa- 
s, ft I li, kinson left New York. 
"I don't think anyone wants to 
be in their own backyard when they 
goto college." she said Some pi 0 
pie do, but I think part of the 
whole college experience is getting 
away and being on your own and 
being responsible." 
Bnxiks said, "It's a great fit. She 
wanted to get away »rom New York, 
so coming down here, it is a great 
place for her to blossom." 
Dickinson also liked JMU's aca- 
demics, something on  which she 
prides heraeil 
"All my life, my parents have 
preached to me about my school- 
work, and thai 1 am not just an ath- 
lete I'm a student athlete," she 
saul So, if I didn't get the grades, I 
wouldn't be able to pla\ 
I \c been gifted," Dickinson 
added 'Honestly, a lot of il comes 
easy lo me I probably don't work as 
hard as I should work In school. But, 
I'm lucky that a lot of it does come 
easv to me " 
An accounting major, Dickinson 
hates missing homework. 
"I can't just put a homework 
assignment aside I feel like I have to 
do it It I don't do it, I del like I'm 
behind. I don't hate school as much 
as the next person I actually like 
going to school and learning." 
Her knack for picking things up 
quickly also has translated onto the 
basketball court. 
"The ctvaches can tell her some- 
thing, and she can pick it up and 
improve onit," red-shirt senior guani 
|ody LeRose said. 
Dickinson said, "I think I have a 
gift where I'm able to understand 
things. They don't have to be told to 
me a thousand times. Usually, alter 
a few times, 1 can gel it or if some- 
one maps it out for me, I can get it 
That's helped me on the court and 
off the court." 
Dickinson said she has learned a 
lot with the help of the coaching staff. 
"Coach Hairston has ivallv helped 
me a lot in developing as a player," 
Dickinson said. "I've only been here for 
set LEADER, page 14 
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LEADER: Dickinson adjusts quickly 
to college game, paces young Dukes 
tMADtM,fimpq$U 
h\v rrumths or so, but I think 
I've really grown a lot as a play- 
<T lust the thought of continu- 
ing to work hard and continu- 
ing to grow with the experience 
-tnj all that comes with it really 
excites me." 
Dickinson's willingness to 
get better is a quality Brooks 
likes to see in players. 
Mies going lo get better 
because ma W.HIK to get bet- 
ter.'' he said "She's alwavs in 
here wanting (o watch film or 
out on the floor working on 
some of those little things to 
help her game 
"She's one of those tptt 111 
kind of players," he added. 
Taking on a new role 
Brooks met with IVkmson 
lor over an hour last Friday in 
his office to discuss her role as a 
team  leader   He  said  the two 
have talked about it before, but 
that  was  the first     KriOUJ 
meeting in which he demanded 
her leadership. 
A leadership role is some- 
thing that's new to Dickinson. 
In high school, she was the 
team I third leading scorer. 
Brooks said. As the Dukes' 
leading scorer and the player 
who is on the flitor the most. 
Brooks said other players look 
to her for leadership 
"We look to I eslev to score 
a lot," freshman forward 
Shirley McCall said. "We rely 
OH her, especially when we are 
down sometimes to take some 
of those jump shots and make 
them. So sometimes it is a lot 
of pressure on her being a 
leader of the freshmen 
Becoming vocal will be an 
adjustment for Dickinson, who 
is described as a quiet and 
reserved person by her team 
mates. However, she is ready to 
accept the challenge. 
"I'm prepared to step up and 
be more of a vocal leader if 
that s what we need," 
I>u kmson said. 
She knows she has to kivp 
improving her game to lead by 
example as well. The No I 
thing on her list is decreasing 
her turnovers. 
"I lead the team in scor- 
ing, but I don't know if peo- 
ple know I also lead the 
team in turnovers," said 
Dickinson, who has 94 
tUfllOVVfli this season "My 
No. 1 prioritv is to take care 
of the ball. If you don't h.u »■ 
the ball, you can't score, you 
can't do anything. That's 
just giving the team other 
opportunities." 
I MoUnton also wants to gel 
better on defense. 
"I think that is something I 
need," she said. "Really, I have 
been able to get away thnuigh- 
out my career. No one has really 
ridden me on defense. But, that 
will make me more of a com- 
pete player." 
The final word 
"I started out on a good 
note. and that's kind Of the 
scary part," Dickinson  said 
"I think peopte'icxpactatloni 
are kind Of high BOW. At 
times, 1 do feel some pret 
sure, but 1 think my future 
here — the sky's the limit, 
both for my future and the 
team's future. I think we're 
talented, and the league is 
wide-open. 
I think that anything is 
Divisible,   she added. 
JMU: Teams struggle 
to gain student support 
this was just hard t. > helie\ e 
(.ranted, the basketball team 
likely would haw difficulty com- 
peting with Eastern Mennonite 
I m\ entity at this point (I hope 
the team cm use that as mi iti\ a 
turn), but consider this 
Imagine you an1 a player, psy- 
ched up and poised to play a 
great game and storming out 
onto the court onlv to see a com- 
pletely barren student section. 
Being a student athlete in 
high sch<x>l, I know that a home 
crowd can be a very intimidat- 
ing and helpful sixth man. If 
you don't feel you have support 
from your fellow students, how 
motivated can we expect these 
players to be? How intimidated 
will opposing teams feel in an 
empty arena? Not very. 
I am from New York, a 
place where sports is life. For 
good or for bad, we live and 
die with our teams. While I cer- 
tainly didn't expect an atmos- 
phere like that at JMU when I 
■Rived last year, I did expect 
sports to be one of the hubs of 
campus lite and excitement. It 
. le.uK is not the case. 
This is not a plea for all of 
you to become sports fanatics 
who never miss a game. I 
simply wish more of us 
would support our athletes 
who pour their blood, sweat 
and tears into the efforts of 
their teams. 1 guarantee even 
the non-sports fans would 
enjoy the social scene of 
attending a game and sup- 
porting our school every 
once in a while. I also guar- 
antee our athletes will notice 
the newfound support. 
After all, the sixth man can 
make a big difference. 
John Fierw is a soptiomore 
INBJMM nt financial iwmmks. 
gadies... check out our new female dfrtists! 
Selection 
o|$odij  A 
TATTO© 
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Piercing not available on 
 Monday  
Saturday, January 31 • 7 PH 
Convocation Center 
MEN'S BASKETBALL vs. 
DELAWARE 
Duke Dog Poster Night 
Take a Kid to the Sane Night 
All kids 12 and under get in iiee 
with a paid adult admission 
Sunday, February 1* 2 PM 
Convocation Center 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs. 
DELAWARE 
Duke Dog Reading Program Dau 
For scores, schedules, highights and mere, go to. 
_pw Prices -    Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best FOj 
5 H China Express j 
-o  Free Delivery       (540) 568-9899 ? 
i?   Plov ArrontoH Sun-Thu until 1am    O tt   h lex Accepted & Fri-Sat until 2am    * 
Super Combo 
* SC1    Chicken Broccoli 
SC2   Pork. Chicken, Beef or Shrimp Chow Mein 
SC3   Sweet and Sour Chicken 
SC4   Sweet and Sour Pork 
SCS   Moo Goo Qai Pan 
• SC6   Chicken with Garlic Sauce 
* SC7   Hunan Chicken 
SC8   Pork with Mixed Vegetables 
SCS   Mixed Chinese Vegetables 
♦ SC10 Hunan Vegetables 
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts 
* SCI2 Kung Pao Chicken 
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken 
SC14 Almond Chicken 
•SC15 Hunan Beef 
SC16 Pepper Steak 
SC17 Beef with Broccoli 
* SC18 Szechuan Beef 
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce 
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables 
* SC21 Hunan Shrimp 
SC22 Triple Delight 
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken 
SC24 Sesame Chicken 
SC25 Four Seasons 
SC26 Pork. Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein 
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables 
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken 
* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste) 
Style 
only ffigj) 
All entrees come with 
Sweet and Sour Chicken 
Spring Roll 
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice 
and choice of soup: 
Wonton, 
Egg Drop, 
or Hot and Sour 
and don't forget.. 
25c Cheese Wontons 
(limit 2 with S15 purchase) 
Lunch Special $3.95 and up 
China Express 
1031 Port Republic Rd 
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199 Harrises 3-4 bedroom. 
0. G/D. 0/W. .atone, Oinn, 
1.000. mil 6/1/04. Call 
2S04S4. 
■ •droOM Aeertment 
»u 8/1/04. MM. 
.t* 
large rooms. 
mil* from campus. 3 oaths. 2 
tch*na. lease Mans 7/1/04. 
2500/moiWi. 
oom Available far YuMeaee 
isrung March lSlti. Nan to JMU 
on Mason Street  Free weter/gas. 
U75/montri. Call 5404J159S0 
Apartment fer Rant    Hunters 
Ridge Condo. 2 beds 2 beths. 
S350/pefson/month Apartment 
330 C. for year August 1. 2004 to 
u'y 31.  2005   Contact John 
loughun, MO22O02S4 
130S Devee Lane - Large 3br. 1 
2 bath townhouse witnm 1 mee 
I JMU on bus Una. Appliances 
:lude renge. fridge   disposal. 
ihwaehei.weshet/tjryer. central 
at/aw. Yard maintenance/snow 
emoval Included. No smokers. 
■ous students only Available 
Auguat/04.   JTOO/month.   For 
details/appointment can Ursula at 
540421-9700       or       email 
iwnf ad0#yahoo com 








OLD SOUTH HIGH 
WEST MARKET STREET 
HIGH STREET 
SOUTH MAIN STREET 
1-2-9401*3 Bedroom 
apartments 
Furnished A Untarnished 
2-7 Bedioom house* 
ALL WALKING 
DISTANCE TO JMU! 




R    MWeflMfiaaiaigtoiM 
■>-.■ tn:in,- IN- IMriptBDM laBBatesJ 
heueea opportuntticv coMacl the 
Bcuci BUMIK-.S Bureau, lac, 
l-MKt-5.M-5?iH 
Camp Tekajo fer boy* 
Naples. MaN: Tnpp LaM Camp for 
glllt, Poland. Mama. Notad (or 
pcturaaqua arintfrom locations and 
eicaptionai facilities. Mid June 
tnrough mid August. Over 100 
counselor positions in tennis, 
tiasabail. bashelbsil, soccet. 
lacrosse, go", flag football. roHer 
rtociiey. (taid hockey, swimming. 
sailing, water skiing, gymnastic* 
danca. horseback riding, arcnery. 
weight training, newspaper, 
pflotography. vHJeo. woodworking. 
cerarn.es/poi.tery. crafts, fine arts, 
saver jewMy. cooper enamel, nature 
study, rad-o/etectronica. theater. 
ooatumer, piano accompanrat. music 
Instrumentalist, backpacking, roch 
climbing, canoairtg/kayaking, ropes 
course, secretarial, nanny. Can 
TeHajc- at ia0O25f>8252. Ca" Tnpp 
Lake at 1S0OM74347 Or apply 
on line at www. tmka)o. com or 
i*w.r/fpprartec*mp.corn 
r Camp Coenaelera ACAC 
IB seeking committed Summer 
Camp counselors for June 7 - 
August 27 Counselor* can earn 
from 16 50 $0.00 par hour, 
depending on eipenence. If you 
are creative, eiclting. and 
energized, men ACAC has an 
opportunity for you Full-time with 
benefits! for more information 
l caU ArJnmat 8171747. 
Horse me** Prtv«egea Exchange 
for work CM 833-2311. Boarding 
available 
Ciir.tk oi i i itt 
Ci \SMHEDADSOVUNK! 
vtww.lhetirrrrr.nnt 
S-aMer    imnnor.   MO per hour 
Your hours C nil 568 3068 
OR SALE 
taring Break Free parties, best 
hotels, lowest oncest call 1 800 
9854789. wwvf.breakeiUtavtl.com 
ai Spring Break VacMleae 
Cancun. Jamaica. Acapulco, 
Bahamas, and Florida. Beet parbee, 
bast hotels, bast prices Group 
discounts, organuert travel free. 
Space is limited, book now and 
savel Call 1-8O0-234-7O07. 
www f rxfie ss Summer Join corn 
.!>*(.i iWIMTIO   lOOtl NOW 
1 800 234 7007 
Fraternities   Sororities 
Clubs -Student Group* 
Earr $1 000   $2 000 this 
semester with a proven 
Campusfundrevsei   3 hour 
fundrarsmg event. Our free 
programs make fundratsing 
easy with no nsks. Fundralsing 
laies are filling quickly, so gat 
with the program' ft works. 
Contact CampueFsneaaaMr at 
1(888)923-3238, or visit 
www. campuafundralaei. com 
new tires, good condition. Musi sell 
by June! 12.000 or bast offer. Call 
Lauren at 674 2338 
1898 Hereaa CSrfTox • Automatic. 
air. 84,000 miles (6,000. Call 
2897974 
Hr.nl. Morn, Sceeter Or , ft» 
miles, new »2 200 00. wHl sail for 
S1.200. Win store over summer no 
charge Car 833-2822 
  3 bedrooms. 
2 1/2 baths, Urge deck, baaement. 
short walk to campus.$250 each. 
avaMabie m August. Can 433-2221 
2-3 tee>eom DupteK . l 1/2 baths, 
walking distance. W/D, GO, DAV. 
S'wc ssj H;HO-»4 
Harrlaeakarg's Seerce fer Off 
Campus Net!ting Sublets. 
tmates. and furniture. 
**w narrisonbi*gofltariip«is com 
the raentel (tuafc 3 Bedroom 
ownnouse available August 2004 
Kieslef school arts quiet a"d 
safe neighborhood, garage, large 
<ieck phone end cable outlets m 
ach room. $285 per person. For 
1 re details or an appointment, 
all 1 BOO 842 222/ or e-mail 
. ptfajMMaaVAMeUeM 
Nags Head • Student Summer 
Rentals, seabreeiereaity com for 
pictures. 1252 2556328 
Houses AvaMaUe far Heat . Neil 
year, all close to JMu Can 
433-2126 
Large 3 ■■Sreim CorvSe 
deck.   S220 each. Auguai. call 
4\%22?1 
Earn IS.000 Ptaall 
Apply lor conference assistant 
posftnna at Taylor 233 by 
February 13th. 
Wo* May 10th to August 15th 
Emeu bee*z*e>hwu etiu lot 
Iraorwuttan sasslsn ssgaeja. 
ale Hr> nate WantaeJ    To 
hare 4 bedroom apartment at 
Hunters Ridge In Marnaonburf, Qaan 
apartment and raaaonabie rent. Can 
S4032M587 or 54T>327«679. or 
- ma* jst«Je*aoa»h(a./Ter 
2 Bedroom Heaae - W/D. A/C. 
walking distance, 1600, lease 
starts 7 /1 /04. CaN 8280464 
large Owe ■eerecnn Apartment 
Good location, close, available 
now. $380. Call 433-1569 
Forftewt 
Close to campus, washer and 
dryer Included funs to June 
•ease   $300 par month for three 
renters. $250 per month for four 
ranters. Call 4330380 
WaWiisaea Headed • Apply at Jess' 
Lunch #1. Hiring for oil shifts 
Freshmen, sophomores and juniors 
preterred 
PreaHer laterprlaes A pool 
company in Northern Virginia is 
looking       for       supervisors. 
managers, and lifeguards. Visit 
www.premftr411.com. Apply on 
line or ca* 1-877-SEE POOL. 
- For 2004 Summer   In 
North rvtyrbe Beach. No experience 
Apply at www nsDe*f*ajj**aro*.com 
Student Frl 
quiet    areas. 
dly Ho Nice, 
4 Bedroom. 2 Bath $200 per 
bedroom And 2 bedroom. 2 bath. 
$350 per bedroom Both 
available August 15th Prke and 
lease terms negotiable. Contact 
M.ke. 1 703691 8064 or email 
mgyaayjriismotm ail. com. 
fc\     Ouebeth. 
W. Water, throe and four bedrooms. 
parking, yard. W/D. smokers and 
pets welcome. June 1, for detaila 
CSS8794W47. 
ML View Drtire TO 5 bedrooms, 
furnished, ethernet. groups of 5 
preferred $230/rnonth. 1 year lease 
(8/04 8,05) Call 1 7034505008. 
HELP WANTED 
Earn $10 $125 for surveys. Earn 
125 • 290 for focus groups visit 
www cath4atudaritt.com/to9eje 
PLACEA 
CLASSIFIED AD IN 
THE BREEZE! 
$3.00 lor first 10 words 
« 00 each add'I 10 words 
RkKksdsarcSIU/inch 
•MM MI\ muM he 
\uhmitt«d in wnung   You may c- 
mail your ad lu 
lhc_brec/cW)rnu cdu   Adimuu 
he paid in advance hy cask, check, 
VISA or MaslcrCaid. All aJ. arc 
vuhicil B HIL-C/C appnival. 
CaHS68-AI27todat! 
Only SI 5 to run your 
"For Sale" ad for the 
ratltr sirncstcr or uatll 
your item sells 
(whichcuT comes first)! 
good   .}» through 
April 2u .ind oni> an*cs lo 
ad\rnaang W U>- Tor Sale" 
tcctkm Ads must re 20 words 
or Wat Ofl« apollrs to individual 
items only Retail stores and 
huanesars do not qualify lor this 
special ulln AJ ads are aataxi 
to flrt-ear approvaL 
Dont ate out on that great 
deal' 
Call 568 6127 for more 
lril'onnatton 
Earman and Associate* Travel 
Local full service agency, dose 
to JMU campus. Professional • 
Caring   28 years in the business 
(840) 442 1111 
1887 Port Republic Road 
PER 
Spring Break • Beach and Ski trips 
on sate now. Can i-800-SUNCHASE 
today or visit www.sunchese com 
Mountain Movie Night • 2 
•. featuring 
Kitetx.,yl' .K ".(,/i-irg. Sailing, and 
Timberspofts from around the 
wortd. IMUS local ml biking January 
31st onlr, 8pm. Court Square 
Theater. Tickets %l at Srvanandoah 




Bekamas   Spring Break Party 
Cruise ■ Five lays h »<i $279. Party 
with Real World Paris celebrities 
at eiciusive caat parties. Greet 
besches and nightlife, includes 





Se-W Break Panama City $1» 
7 nights, 6 free parties, free 
covers 5 day spring break 
Bahamas Cruise $279. Cancun. 
Jamaica. Nassau $529 Daytona 
$159. Call 1-800 678 6386. 
www Spnnaflraak Travel, com 
•1 Spring Break VaeetTeaT - 
Cancun. Jamaica, Acapulco. 
Bahamas, snd Florida. Best 
parties, best hotels, best prices. 
Group discounts, organizers travel 
free Space is limited, booh now 
snd savel Call 1 800234-7007. 
www £r>oSesaSummeYTbur« com. 
SPRING BREAK 
Or thoetox Christian 
Stueents: 
AH Orthodox Chnstian Students 
at JMU are invited to an evening 
of fellowship on Wednesday. 
February 4th at 7 00 p.m. at the 
home of Professor Lee Corvjdon 
(46 E. Laurel Street. 
Mamsonburg). 
This wet be an opportunity to 
become acquainted with other 
Orthodoi students at JMU and to 
discuss the possibility of 
reactivating the JMU chapter of 
the Orthodoi Chnstian 
Fellowship. 
For dwections or more 
information, please contact 
Professor Congdon at 




The* Ultimata. E«pw 
free Meal1 











shew vow Love • This lesion, get 
fabulous gifts for your sweetheart 
or yourself, all from the comfort of 
home. Just call me or visit my Web 
slte. You'll find pampering 
products, fragrances, and more 
and your convenience. Call Eddie 
Good, Mary Kay independent 
Beauty Consultant. 5404760965 
or visit www marykay com/egooddv 
SF.NDAWI ISIIM   IO 
YOUR SPECIAL 
SOMEONE! 
Valentine jd« v. ill henuhlitlicd 
onlcb •rthand 12th 
Call 568-6127 lor more info 
Krtstlne • ive had so much fun 
with you so tar* Love you lo 
death wen beat the boys 
downstairs eventually Love. Steph 
To My Golden Girls - I'm so glad 
lo have found you' I wish I could 
be a 1916 B girl forever. Love you 
all' Love.'Roae" 
■> If it werenl for you. I probably 
would sigh without s lung I love you 
roomie' Love. Jackie 
I Love My Roomies - of 
Commons 885H and II has bean a 
wonderful year so far! Love, 
Lindsay CaldweN 
1180 I Love My Roommates 
Amanda and Atysas You are Ova 
best males ever I can't imagine 
ooBaga without you' -Stacey 
I Love Magnolia! • I'm so 
thankful for  each lovely  lady! 
Happy MM Birthday Kelly! 
1809C wouldn't be the same with- 
out your hot pmk fetish, ghetto rap- 
ping, poetical ino*ghts. cJwoleie 
cravings, and compulsive cleaning 
Wa love you and wish you the 
best1 Love. Fawna. Rlsa and 
Christina 
Elizabeth and Anya • You are 
the greatest roommates a gid 
could    ask     lor'     Freshman. 
aophomore and junior year. 
good limes! Love. Mary Paige 
To the lovely ladles of 847 * 
851 Forrest Hills • What would 
have dona these past K 
without away messages ..ullage 
cheese our own Miss Madison. 
"HorhayMoveahack. Friends 
OVOsdnnkingshoes.'hard 
moments" and closet incidents' 





Alignment • Brakes 
Mufflers • Shocks • Batteries 
'      State Inspections     J 
E. Market St. at Furnace Rd. 
Next to Papa John's Pizza 
L ExpiresJ>-l2-04_' 434S935 L' 
Brake Check 
Expires: 2-12-04 
looking lor Spiritual EnllghtenmontP 
"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person." 
We provide a challenging atmosphere to assist 
you in finding your spiritual path. 
JMU CAMPUS INFO: Contact Rev. Byrd Tetzlaff: uurevbyrd@hotmall.com 
Sunday Morning Children's Program for Ages 5-17 
Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists 
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE 
htipJ/HUUweb.org     Phone: 867-0073     Sunday Worship 10:30 AM 
re you tired of dealing with roommates'1 





*^ "H 37C South Ave 33-1744 
Snenaiufoan, 
Cn with ■ Finale. TOSK:k 
Annual Gyn Exam 
Birth Control 
[Colposcopy 




Leonard W. Aamodt. MD. FACOG 
Evan V. Forsnes. MD. FACOG 
Martha A. Jones. CNM, MS 
Barbara M Kirkland. CNM. MS 
Donna L. Schmmkey, CNM. MPH 
Ann M. Schaeffer. CNM. MbD 
119 University Blvd., Suite B 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801-3.753 
Office (540) 438-1314 




V«t*fli hi GfOH 
• 
RrftuUtian 
Choose to be among the best. 
A «ron< txeiununity ofumg. A vUi-ng viwirmtnrni u» va taren Ai Bon 
Seroun Richmnad HraMi Syriem. pniMihnit a ^int oi conyaarino and a oixli 
catxm to ujprnnr, wialsy hcakh cwt i» our rri»*mn (Xir jwwd-winnMS Ifc^ri 
lab make m one of metropolitan Rkhiimnd't largcu cn«>jyera. ofrenna; u 
•nhay tif ecrvivn. oumiiiomly OUHTJLII pivipani' JKKI niiiMn^ iieccix. 
Rrmgynur nuning career iu Bon Sev.mn aadnimihuif ywur talcnb ui tiur 
(Hecipllne* — ftnm orict4oc> snd t<fl!wredfc» l» cnlical car .ind i'tnrTvenc> 
services — in ■ laalsisuMH maiimal hmaieajMnineiiiiiiii wln-ic VI-UCJIII* 
»«n bcM   In hd, tie IIK- lillhi,iinM\*uli*e year we've beta a-nyn/ctl h> 
Wtuking Mother maas/inc as one oi' rJar top limcompaiiirilor eyorutf 
mothers Wrih-ia- stu* l--n>* with cmr cmptoyeci by ofMentrip pn> 
grams. hcthTito und iiKcrmws th-n Jhm uMnnxniri the IWM ptnfsi 
-itiuJv pn«i>«c Inen MilhtnaixIpniMdccu'cptimul rruai,l« 
Surt nxeivinf ilk* hcnvlii. -J worh lite helaasc ii Bon SeCOUn - 
revsiir ,ln>ijir cealen, i-hki <JIC. tlc»iole «*'holul.nv .fUsins, 
coranetih\e salary and ihc he%t patieni lo Man : M*< And thai- (uM 
the beginning. 
RNs and NUIMII^ SludeiUv Iiipkee NuiMng OpptHiunuics «ilh 
Nufx* M.iiut:ci> .u«i inquire .ihuui summer i-*ienr*hir<>, at our 
2NDANNI\LRN( ASINO NIGHT* ARIKK I \IK 
t'rhniun ft. 4 pni-7 pni • IIH* llace at liukf4>nMik 
4(«fV(  < IIX Hi«td • GaM Mien, VA 
he nuirc miiennstHtn. curtail Meredith V.in^h.in M 1K1M1 764-6424 or email 
imirdiih vaughanf>rWKi com 
Join us m Jeliv.-nng quality health care 10 ihr Ruhmnnd area. Vwil .air uetmae. 
MMM.lbinMtiNirs.iiMn tqual Oppnnimily Fmplojef 
A!ISK   |t 
* 
BON SICOURS 
RICHMOND HfAITH SYSTFM 
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Now Hiring 
111  \rc (I ( >l   I I( >I1MI)'' ' 
' Ads Manager 
application due Feb. 6 
Ad Executive     A 
application due Feb. 15 ' 
Ad Designers 
application due I eh. / i 
Classified Ads 
Manager      } 
application due Feb. I I        A 
Qiie^liau^1 Contat I I aureu Kinelski,// 568.612'. 
HEIiiBREEZE 
Gl Anthony Stegcr Hall, MSC 6805, Jamn Madison Univenity 
Harri»onburg,VA 22807 
p: (540) 5684084, I: (540) 56K736, e kinelsn>e|mu edu 
MasterCuts. 
nother Reason to 






















Wc offer the largest selection 
of off rumpus housing to meet 
your specific needs. 
latw oofwanenl location 
Uriqw Boor pkn oonfMi 
1 *"lft ttto MfMrala Prtnfl r\KHf» 
fen'                        i   H 
Iwniwa 4 baifroonx 4 featfi 
Li.MM.lmM IMttfcm. M4Mli4#dkysr and two 
|l*aaWt» 
pMhwrttMhmtteawn 
MNftswMiilun mi Mm\ 
\Mk*mrm*m4mMmmmu\ 
[fat* UHlhSSl Nil* «M«» 
[•1 
• UlfehN.lMMr AMI 
tamJAJOia* 
1 InfVM MR ■• HP".1^ SpBM> 
I I ■ -^ I I I 
I 
I  ("I'll II   I \ I 
FUNKHOUSER 
REALTORS' 
715 Port Republic Road 
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